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THE COURT
Lamont J , Raullnga J and Hughes J

[1]

In this application the applicant seeks to review and set aside certain unlawful

and irregular conduct on the basis that there has been wasteful and fruitless
expenditure of public funds

It Is alleged that the C011duct in question involved the

deliberate contravention and avoldance of the checi<s and balances within the
procurement system of the applicant and that Individuals seeking an advantage
Intentionally perverted lhe procurement process

[2]

The review is founded on the doctrine of constitutional legality, which is the

foundation stone for the control of the exercise of public power. The source of the
principle is found in Section 1(c) of the Constitution read together with the principles
set out In the authonties. The doctrine is an incident of the Rule of Law. The doctrine
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of legality require.s that only powers and functions conferred by law be exercised and

performed by public entities.1
[3)

The principle is well-established. See for example Plasket The Fundamental

Right to Just Admmistratwe Action. Judicial Review of Administrative Action in the
Democratic South Africa PhD TheSJs, Rhodes University: 2002 at 164 where the

following is stated:
'The pnnciple of legality as articulated by the Constitutional Court consists of rules of
admimstraUve law apphed under another name. In this senses 1(c) appears-to be
something of a poor relation of s 33. it mlrroTS s 33 at the moment, except for the nght
to reasons and, to an extent, the right to be treated in a procedurally fair manner. The
rule of law, however, is not only concerned with legality In the strict sense-what Baxter
calls "law following• - but also with procedural justice. It would be most surprising,
given this fact, 1f the courts were to free those exercising public powers to act unfairly
simply because those public powers could

not be said to be administrative, as defined

In s 1 of the (Promotion of AdmIn1strat1ve Justice] Act Review in terms of s 1{c)
therefore

can be taken to have all the Ingredients of review envisaged by s 33(1 ), All

that is required is for the right to procedural fairness to be folly recognised by the
courts.'

(4]

Chaskalson P. Goldstone J and O'Regan J In Fedsure held:
'These provisions imply that a focal government may only act within the powers lawfully
conferred upon rt. There ls nothing startling in this propos,tJon - it is a fundamental
pnnciple of the rule of law. recognised widely, that the exercise of publfc power Is only
legitimate where lawful The rule of law - to the e><tenl at least that 11 expresses this
principle of legaltty - Is generally understood to be a fundamental pnnciple of
constiMional law. This has been recognised in other 1urisd1ctions

It seems central to the conception of our constitutional order that the Leg!Slature and
Executive In every sphere are constrained by the principle that they may exercise no
power and perform no function beyond that conferred upon them by law. Al least in

' See Fedsure Ute Assurance Ltd and Others v Greater Johannesburg TransJtJOnal MetropoMan
Council and Others fFedsure·) 1999 (1) SA 374 (CC) at paras 57- 9 See also Affordable MfKiiclnes
Tru~ and Others v Mlmster of Health end.Another2006 (3) SA 247 (CC) at para 49
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this sense. then, the principle of legality is Implied within the !arms of the interim
Constitution • ..'2

£5)

The Court In President of the Republlc of South Africa & Others v South African

Rugby Football Unfon & Others3 ('Sarfu') held:
'It does not follow, of course, ttiat, because the President's. conduct In exercising the
power conferred upon him bys 84(2)(f) does not constitute administrative action, there
are no constraints upon it. The constraints upon the President when exercising powers·
under s 84(2) are clear: the President Is required to exercise the powers personally
and any sucil exercise must be recorded in wnting and signed; until 30 April 1999 the
President was r~ulred to consult with the Deputy President; the exercise of the
powers must not lnfnnge any provision of the Bill ofRights; the exercise of the powE.lrs
ls also clearly constrained by the principle of legality and, as Is implicit in !he
Constitution. the President must act In good faith and must not misconstrue the
powers. These are significant constraints• upon the exercise of the President's power.
They arise from provisions of the Constitution other than the administrative justice
clause. In the past, under the doctrine of parliamentary supremacy, the majorsource
of constraint upon the exercise of public power lay in administrative law, Which was
developed to embrace the exercise of pubrtc-power in fields, Which, strictly speaking,
might not have constituted administration Now, under our new conslitutJonaJ order, the
constraints are to be found throughout tne Constitution, including the right, ancf
corresponding obligation, that there be just administrative action.••

[6]

O'Regan J in Dawood & Another v Mjnfster of Homa Affairs & Others; Shalabi

& Another v Minister of Home Affairs & others; Thomas & Another v Minister of Home
Affairs. & 0thers5 held that:
'It is an fmportant prrnciple of the rule of law that rules be stated In a clear and
accessible manner.'

[7J

Chaskalson P In Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of SA & Another:

In re ex part.e President of the Republ/c of South Africa & Others6 stated:

., Fedsure supra n 1 al paras 56 and 58.
~2000 (1) SA 1 (CC) •
• Ibid al para gg_
5
2000 (3) SA 936 (CC) at para 47
8
2000 (2 ) SA 674 (CC) at paras- 82-3 and 85..S.
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'That raises the question whether a Court can Interfere with a decision made fn good
faith by the President in the exercise of such a power. A discussion of lhiS-queslion In
South Africa prior to the enactment ofihe interim Constitution usually began with a
reference lo the much quoted statement from the judgment of Innes ACJ In Shidlaok v

Union Government (Minister ofthe Interior). where 1t was said:

"Now 11 is settled law that whe<e a matter Is lefi to Iha discretion or the determination of
a public officer, and Where hfs discretion has been bona fide exerc1Sed-0r his judgment

bone fide expressed, the Court will not fnterfere with the result Not being a Judlcial
functionary no appeal or review In the ordinary sense would fie; and if he has·duly and
honestly applied himself to the question which has been left to h1S discretion, II is
Impossible for a Court of Jaw either to rnake him ·change his mind orto subslltule its
conclusion for his own.•
The judgment goes on to hold that there are circumstances in which "interference
would be possible and right If for Instance such an officer had acted ma/a fide or from
ulterior and improper motives, if he had not applied h1s mind to the matter or exercised
his discretion at all, or if he had disregarded the.expre<!s provisions of a statute - in
such cases the Court might grant relief. But ltwould be unable to interfere with a due
and honest exercise of discretion, even If it considered the decision lneq\Jitable or
wrong."
To

the extent that

Shidiack. requires public officials to exercise their powers In good

faith and In accordance with ihe other requirements mentioned by Innes ACJ, It ls
consistent with the foundational principle of the rule of law enshrined in our
Constitution, The Constitutfon, however, requJres more; it places further .significant
constraints upon the exercise of public power through the bill of rights and11ie founding
principle enshrining the rule of law.

It is a requirement of the rule of law that the exerc!= of public power by the Executive
and other functionaries should not be arbitrary Decisions must be rationally related to
the purpose for whic;h the power was given, otherwise they are ln effect arbitrary and
Inconsistent with this requirement It follows.that in order to p~ss constitutional scrutiny
the exercise of public· power by the Executive and other functlonaries must, at least,
comply with this requlremenl If it does not. It falls short of-the standards demanded by
our Constitution for such action.

The question whether a decision is ratfonaJly related to the purpose for which the power
was g,ven calls for an objecµve enquiry. Otherwise a decision that, viewed. objectively,
is In fact irrational, might pass muster simply because the person who took it
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mistakenly and In good faith believed it lo be raJ;onal. Such a conclusion would place
form above substance and undermine an important constitutional principle.'

[8]

The doctrine prohibits the exercise of public powers and public functions in the

absence of knowledge and understanding of their true nature and extent; without any
ulterior moUve or dishonest intent and with a proper appreciation of the power.s and
functions conferred upon a functionary who, when acting, must act in good faith .7

[9]

The doctrine of legality, embracing as It does the requirement that power be

exercised in a rational manner, requires that the exercise of the power be rationally
connected to the achi evement of what its exercise Is Intended to c;ichieve.

This

Introduces and entrenches the fit for purpose principle. The exercise of the power
must produce

a

result which Is intended as well as

a

result which accords with the

needs it was intended to fulfl. The language used lo describe thi s requirement is that
there must be
conferred.

[10]

a

rational connection between the purpose for which the power was

Rationality applles

to every exercise of p1,1bllc power. Any exercise of public

power that lacks a rational relation to a legitimate government purpose is arbitrary and
at odds with the Constitul!on. See Poverty AlleViallon Network and others v President

of the Republic of Appf/cant and Othew which held:
'The prfnciple that every law and every exercise of public power should not be arbitrary
but rational has been developed by this court In a series of judgments. This principle
sets rationality as a necessary condition for legal validity that every law or active organs
of state should fulfil'.•

[11J

Private entities, which contract with government to provide essential public

services, take on public powers and constitutional obligations. Thus.

they are open to

public scrutiny and for purposes of the contracts are consfdered to be o·rgans of
State. 10

7
8
0

See Sartu supra n 3 at para 148.
2010 (6) BCLR 520 (CC).

Ibid at para 65.

•• See Al/pay ConsoHdated Investment Holdings (Pty) Lid. and Others v Chie; Exewllve Officer of the
Alriean SOcial Security Age.nay ano Ottiers 2014 (4) SA 179 (CC) at para 52 ('Al/pay 1') and City Power
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[12]

The applicatlon of these principles to tenders generally speaking will result in a

finding that the award of a tender to do work where the responsible organ of State has
failed to undertake an appropriate needs analysis business case or options analysis
is irrational and unlawful. In the absence of the appropriate determin·ation of the scope
of the work, there can be no proper determination that the tenders were fit for the
p_urpose For which they are statutory and constitutionally to be concluded.

In the

circumstances the award ofthe tenders would be Irrational unreasonable and unlawful.

[13)

The State has a responsibility to ensure that public resources are property used.

The public has an interest in ensuring that the tender process is free of corruption and
that public funds do not find thelr way into 1he pockets of corrupt officials and business
people.

11

Corruption and maladministration are Inconsistent with the fundamental

values of our Conslilution.

They undermine commitment to human dignity, the

achievement of equality, and the advancement of human rights and freedoms. They
are the antlthe.sls of open and accountable democratic government, which is required
by the Constitution. In particular. if they are allowed to go unchecked and unpunlshed
they pose a serious threat to a democratic state. 12

(14]

The applicant fs a public functionary. The applfcantls a statutory juristic person

which was established in terms of the Legal Succassion to the South African Transport
13

SeNlces Act which provides in section 23 for the objects and powers of the applicant
as follows:
(a) to ensure that, at the request of the Department of Transport, rail commuter
services are provided within, to and from the Republic in the public interest; and
(b) provide, in consultation with the Department of Transport, for long haul
passenger r.~il and bus services within, to and from the Republic in terms of the
principles set out fn section 4 of the National Land Transport Transition Act.
2000 (Act number 22 of 2000).

(Pty) Ltd. v Grinpal Energy Managefl19nt Services (Pty) LttL and Others 2015 (6) BCLR 660 (CC) al

paras22-7,
11

State information Technology Agency SOC Ltd. v Gijima Holdings 2017 (2) SA 63 (SCA) at paras
55--60. See also Esorfranki Pipeline:; (Ply) Ltd v Mopani District Mumcipality and Others [2014) 2 All SA
493 (SCA} at para 26.
12

South Afm;an Assoeiatlon of Personal Injury Lawyers v Heath and Others 2001 (1) SA 883 (CC) at
para 4. See-also Glenister v President of RSA 2011 (3) SA 347 (CC) at para 83 and para 166
ll 9 Of 1989.
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[15]

Section 23 of the Act also sets out that the second object and the second

business of the applicant is

to generate Income from the exploitation of the assets

acquired by it. In carrying out its objects In business, the [applicant] shall have due
regard to key government social, economic and transport policy objectives.

[16]

The exercise of public power must also be reasonably related to a leg1hmate

government purpose and must be so designed as to reasonably achieve the
legislatively defined ends. 1 ◄

(17]

Sections 33, 195 and 217 or the Constitution are of application to the activities

of the appficanL

Section 195 or the Constitution sets out various pnnciples of

appllcaUon to administration in all spheres of government.

[18)

Section 195(1) provides:
'(1)

PubUc admmistrabon must be governed by the democrattc values and

principles enshrined In the CQnstitution Including the following principles·
(a)

A high standard or professional ethics must be promoted and

maintained.

[19)

(b)

Efficient economic and effective use of resources must be promoted

(e)

People's needs must be responded lo.. . '

Section 195 enshrines the values that public administration is required

to

adhere to and promote. 15

[20)

Section 217(1) of the Constitution provides:
'When an organ of state In the national. provincial or local sphere of government. or
any other institution identified in national legislation, contracts for goods or services. it
must do so In accordance with a system which is fair, equitable, transparent.
competlbve and cost-effective.'

•• Sato Ster Fishmg (Ply} Ud v M1111ster of Env,ronmontal Affairs & Tourism 2004 (4) SA 490 (CC)
,. See Sarfu supro " 3 et parai. 133 • 145 and 148
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[21]

When organs of State administer tenders relating to the delivery of essential

public services, the substantive purpose of the service must be the primary
consideration. Public goods and services are not provided merely for the benefit of a
particular person or entity but for the public's benefit. The consideration for those
goods and services is public money. Fitness for purpose is a consideration rationally
linked to functionality, which In tum is a prerequisite·tor the award of any tender. 16

[22]

As the applicant rs an organ of State ln terms of section 239 (b)(ii) of the

Constitution and is a· National Business Enterprise listed in Part B of Schedule 3 of the
Public Finance Management Act 17 ('PFMA'), the provisions of section 217 of the
Constitution are applicable. Section 217 of the Constitution lays down minimum
requirements for a valid tender process and contracts entered Into following an award
ofiender to a successful bidder. The section adds requirements for a valid tender
decision to the general requirements as valtd administrative action. The result Is that
le.rider decisions are also subject lo review for fairness, equity, transparency,
competitiveness and cost-effectiveness.' 8 Section 217(1) lays down a constitutional
fmperattve that an organ of State which contracts for goods and services must do so
In accordance with the constitutional system. 19

Procurement law is prescriptive

because the award of public tenders. is notoriously prone to influence and
20

manlpulation.

The Constitution requires the procuremenlproce.ss to be professional,

ethical, fair, transparent, competitive and cost-effective. The process of this nature
will result In the efficient economic and effective use of resources to meet the needs
of the public.

1
•

Byt&s Technology Group South Afnaa (Ply) Ltd. v /DC of South Africa Lkl. and Another (20151 JOL
33949 (GP) and Rainbow Civils CC.v Minister of Transport and Publfc Works.. Westem Cape:2013 JOR
0198 (WCC) at par.i 109.
17 1 of 1989.
•• Millennium Waste Ma,n;1gsment (Pty) Umiied v Chairperson, Tender Boarrt.· Limpopo Province and
Others 2.008 (2) SA 481 (SCA) at para 4 . See also Steenkamp NO v Provincial Tenaer Boarrf, Eastern
Cape 2007 (3) SA 121 (CC) at para 20 and First Base Conslfuction CC v Ukhahlamba District
Munlc/pality and Others (2006} JOL 16724 (E).
" Pfincipal Manager QatJ/«;nf & others v FV General Trading CC [2009) {2) All SA 231 (SCA) at para

4.
20

Sanfathl Civil Engin_eedng and ConstTUct,on (Pty) Ltd and another v Ethekwinl Municipality end
Others, Group Five Construction (Pty) Ltd. v Elhekwini Princip:a/i/y and Others [2012) 1 All SA 200 (KZP)
at para 34
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[23]

The PFMA has as its object the securing of transparency and accountability

and sound management of the revenue, expenditure, assets and liabilities of the
Institutions to which it applies (section 2). The general responsibilities of accounting
officers are set out in section 38 of lhe PFMA and Include that the accounting officer
maintains an appropriate procurement and provisioning system which is fair, equitable,
Lransparenl, competitive and cost-effective (section 38 {1)(a) (iii). Section 51 (as does
section 57) of the PFMA requires accounting officers to ensure that all procurement
adheres

to the general principle of frugality.

The accounting officer is required to take

effective and appropriate steps to prevent fruitless and wasteful expenditure and to
discipline any employee who makes or permits fruitless and wasteful expenditure to
take place. It is Immediately apparent that the constitutional principles relating to
adminlstralion in public spending are dealt With in the statute with a view to regulate
conducL These principles set out requirements for the applicant and ensure that an
appropriate procurement and provisioning system wh ich Is fair and equitable,
transparent competftive and cost--effective.ls-ln place.

[24]

Section 51 of the PFMA sets out the responsibilities of persons and authorities

within the public entity of ensuring that all procurements adheres to the general
principle of frugality. The qpplfcant's accounting officer is required lo take. effective
steps to prevent fruitless and wasteful expenditure and to discipline any employee who
makes or permits fruitless and wasteful expenditure
57(c) of the PFMA).

{25]

to take place. (See also sectfon

Regulation 9.1.2 of the Treasury Regulations promuI1;1ated In terms ot PFMA

s.et out that an official who discovers fru1Uess and wasteful expenditure is required to
Immediately report such expenditure

to the accounting officer, who thereafter is

required to Investigate the matter and determine the appropriateness of disciplinary
steps to be taken.

[26]

The PFMA promotes professional standards by requiring officials to act with

fidelity, honesty and Integrity (section 50). The Treasury Regulation 16A8.1 provides
for compliance with ethical standards by all officials and other role players in the supply
chain management system. They are requlred to comply with the highest ethical

11
-standards to promote mutual lrust and respect, and an environmenl where business
can be conducted with Integrity and In a fair and reasonable manner. Treasury
Regulation 16A8.3 deals specifically with how management offiC1als and other rofe
players are to act by providing that they must treat all suppliers and potential suppliers
13quitably; must not use their position for private gain or to Improperly benefit another
person, must ensure they do not compromise the credibility or integrity of the supply
chain management system through the acceptance of gifts or hospitality or other acts;
and must assist accounting officers or accounting authonties in combating corruption
and fraud In the supply chain management system.

[27]

The high ethical standards set out In the Treasury Regulations find e.xpression

In the Code of Conduct of the procurement pollcy. The rules regulating delegation of
authority expressly incorporate sections 50 and 51 of the PFMA. The procurement
policy requires a competitive bidding process for any significant procurement The
applicant is permitted to deviate only in cases of emergency, where there are only very
llmited resources In the market or in instances of single sourcmg. Noteworthy is the
fact that a two-stage billing process is required for works of a special nature including
but not limited to "the procurement of equipment" which is subject to rapid
technological advances such as major computer communications systems.
particularly when it is not feasible for the applicant to formulate detailed tender
specifications or to Identify the specific characteristics required of the solution

10

fhe

procurement needs. The overall principle remains that the applicant should only
award tenders to bidders who provide the best overall value.

{28]

The applicant has. as It is rec;uired in terms of Regulations 16A8.1 and 16A.82

of the Treasury Regulations, established a supply chain management policy of
application to all its business units, all levels and types of procurement and all capital
expenditure.2 '

The policy requires procurement and tendering to take place in

accordance with a system which is fa ir and e.quitable, transparent, compeUtive and
cost-effective and which safeguards against favouritism . improper practices and
opportunities for fraud, theft and corruption.

11

See Govemment Gszotte No 25767 dated 5 December 2003
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[29)

The procurement policy requires a competitive bidding process for any

significant securement The applicant is permitted to deviate from this requirement
only in cases of emergency; where there are only very limited sources available in the
market, or in instances of single sourcing. A -two-stage billing process is required for
works of a special nature including, but not limited to, the procurement of equipment

which Is affected by rapid technological advances such as major computer and
communication systems where it Is not feasible to formulate detailed tender
specifications orto identify the specific characteristics forthe solution which is required
for the procurement needs.

[30)

The Regulations provide a rramework within which the process operates. The

ethical standards must engender mutual trust and respect and establish an
environment in which integrity, fairness and reasonableness are the norm. In order to
have any prospect of establishing these aspects, the ethical standards require that the
persons involved in the process act in a manner that is free from a perception of bias.
self-interest and gain and that they actively oppose corruption
[31 J

The principle of legality founded as it ls on the Rule of Law Imparts rules, norms

and standards of universal application. Hence if man-made rules and laws do not
coincide with those standards they must yield to them. The laws of legality do not
tolerate any man-made tfmitatfon. This is the simple explanation why there appears
to be no llmit to the court's powers - the powers are to be found in the Rule of Law.
Their apparent elastietty is only due to the man-made lens, which sometimes
Imperfectly identifies them

(32]

The general principle Is stated to be that tenders stiould ideally be awarded

only to bidders who provide the best overall value.

[33)

The application of the prmciple of legality set out above will determine the

outcome of the conduct of the parties to the contracts (both applicant and first
respondent).
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WITNESS AFFIDAVITS

(34]

This review served before a full bench (differently constituted) which gave

consfderation to 1he position of witnesses against whom allegations of serious
misconduct and wrongdoing had been made. ll had been expressed by the witnesses
that they feared ihat a decision might be made in the matter without any regard to the
evidence and version of the witnesses being heard by lhe court. The court decided to
make an order concemfng the rights of the witnesses. A list of relevant witnesses was
made in the order identifying the relevant persons. Every one of those persons was
afforded certain rights Identified as being '(I)

the right to intervene In these proceedings as an Interested party; or

(ii)

the right to intervene as a witness and dellver an affidavit, with or without
supporting affidavits and documents, in his or her defence to the alleged
wrongdoing;

(iii)

in the event she or he elects to file an affidavit, such affidavit must confine ltself
to the issues raised In the founding affidavit, answering affidavit or replying
affidavit fnGludlng any confirmatory or supplementary affidavit or any annexure
attached thereto. She or he may attach any relevant documentation in
response to th!=l allegation

(iv)

he or she may E?lect not to Intervene either as a party or as a witn1;?ss-by way of
an affidavit and supporting affidavits ifso advised;

(v)

the right to obtain legal representation ...

(e)

In the event that any of the aforementioned persons· elect to intervene in the
proceedings either as a party or as a witness, such person is to notify all the
parties and recorded in writing, of the intention to intervene, whether as a party

or as

a.

witness... From then on all parties shall exchange affidavits in

accordance with the time frames state.d [n rule.. '

135]

Some witnesses decided to file affidavits as witne_
s s~s. None of the witnesses

made application to Join as a party, Such application, if It was brought was unlfkely to
succeed.22

22

See Prasa v Swifambo Rail Agency (PfY) Ltd 2017 (6) SA 223 (GP) at para 3; lntemationa/ Trade
Adminis/Jation Commission v SCAW South Africa (Pty) Lid 2012 (4 ) SA 618 (CC) at para 11 and NDPP
v Zuma 2009 (2) SA 277 (SCA) at paras 84- 5.
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[36] The placing of informalfon before court is not the same as fntervening as a
party.23

[37] The order of lhe full court must be interpreted to ascertain what its true lntentfon
was.24

[38]

In our view, the intention of the order and Its ambit was to provide a forum for

witnesses to raise matters concerning themselves in a forum separate from the
litigation proceedings.

The order provided a mechanism for witnesses to mak~

statements, which in due course could be considered by some person (not-the court
considered In the context of the litigation). The court was seeking to meet the
complaints of the witnesses that they had not had an opportunity to explain and
disavow allegations made against them. The fact that further affidavits were permitted
to be filed concerning the witnesses affidavits must be read within that -context. It is
as if the court created two boites - one box consisting of the litigat!on and one box
consisting of matters raised by witnesses. in the ltligallon box, no party called lo admit
any evidence of a witness neither did the court. Indeed, the court, without the consent
of the parties, was not permitted to call wltnesses.25 No consent has been forthcom ing.
for the court to call the witnesses and the court did not calf them.

[39]

In our view, the court should have no regard to the affidavits made by the

witnesses. The contents of the affidavits are simply not evidence in the present matter.
It must also be recalled that the witnesses have no responsibility inside the litigation.
Their only concern relates to their own personal position. facts, and matters
concerning that position. This mal<es JI difficult to assess the value of the evidence
supplied by them in the affidavits, as they have no obligation to deal with all matters.
In the normal course, their failure to deal with facts and matters would result in
Inferences being drawn against them. In the present case. that fallure to deal with
facts and matters can lead to no inference. As they have chosen what matters they

23

United Watch & Diamond Co. (Piy) Ltd v Disa Hotels Ud. 1972 (4) SA 409 (C) at 502.
Gentiruco AG vFfrestone SA (Pty) Ltd 1972 (1) SA 589 {SCA). See also Nata/ Joint Municipal Pension
Fund v Endumanl Municipaflly 2012 (4) SA 593 (SCA).
25
Rowe v Assistant Magistrate. Pretoria 1925 TPD 361 . See also City of JOhannesburg Metropolitan
Councl/ v Ngo_ben/(2012) ZASCA 55 at para 37 and Simon v Van Den Berg 1954 (2) SA 612 (SR).
24
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wish to deal with, it is difficult to assess the value of the evidence in the context of
litigation which deals with all the evidence. I would accordingly rule the affidavits
inadmissible as evidence in these proceedings,

HEARSAY
[40]

Siyangena Technologies~(pty) Ltd (the respondent) submitted that much of the

evidence set out by the deponent to the founding affidavit constituted hearsay, The
applicant concedes that some of the evfdence is not given by a person wilh personal
knowledge. It submits correctly in our view that documentation and witnesses support
all the material relevant evidence. To the extent that the evidence is hearsay, It seeks

its admission in terms of section 3(1) of the Law of Evidence Amendment Act. 25 The
Act was considered in similar litigation to the present in Swifambo Rail Leasing (Pty)
Limfted v Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa. 27 It was held:
SWifambo's chief complaint appears

to be that allegations of fraud and corruption

should not be made lightly, and should be based on hard facts, or amount to the
'clearest evidence' or •ctear and satisfactory evidence'. llargues that no such evldence
was tendered by PRASA. Molefe's conclusion, in the replying affidavit. that lhere were
'irregular and corrupt practices at PRASA', is criticized on the basis that there Is no
direct evidence supporting it. However, Swifambo in Its heads ofarg_ument on appeal
gives no detail as lo what evidence it objected

to. Moreover. ~ did not take issue with

the conclusion itself, profes.slng lgno11;1nce as to the practices within PRASA. Swifambo
did not contest the merits of the application, and did not generally dispute the factual
allegations. made by MO/efe. Nor did Swifambo dispute the contents, or the rellabillty.
of the documents attached to the affidavits deposed to by Molefe. And as Francis J
held, confirmatory affidavits were provided in respect of the replying affidavit Thus
whfle hearsay evidence is generally not permitted In affidavits. where there is no
reason to doubt the relfability of the allegations made, they are uncontested. and the
deponent says he believes them lo be true. they will be admissible.
Section 3(1) of the law ot Evlden<;:e Amendment Act provides that hearsay ·evidence
is Inadmissible unles~ the court, having regard to the nature of the pro~edlngs; the
natur-e of the evidence tendered; its probative value; the reason why the.evidence is
not given by the person upon whose credibility it depends: any prejudice to the party
who objects to Its admissibility; and any otberfactor which, in the opinion of the court,

:is

45 of 1988.

71 2020

(1) SA 76 (SCA).
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should be taken into account,

IS

of the view that the evidence should be- admitted in

the interests of justice. As Franeis J held,

the evidence In tbe documents supporting

both the founding and replying affidavits was not alleged to be unrellable and the facts
and dc;,cuments were discovered by independent Investigators in the course of !heir
broader invesflgat1on into corruption within PRASA. The reasons why direct evidence
could not be given were explafned by Molefe in the passages quoied above: some
employees of PRASA had resigned, others were uncooperative, records were
concealed, and in so far as possible documentary evidence was adduced. Swifambo
had the opportunity 10 examine !ill the evidence and to respond to it. But since ii did
not dispute that there was corruption. claiming Ignorance, it was not in any way
prejudiced by lhe admission of the evidence. The application was manifestly in the
pubHc interest. And it was In the Interests of Justice l o admit the evidence adduced by
PRASA. Swifambo did not take Issue with any of the allegations of PRASA's
corruption. Francis J thus correctly admitted the evidence.'28

[41]

In our view, the evidence is largely admissible lo the extent ii is given by

someone with personal knowledge but it would In any event be admissible because of
the reasoning in Swifambo.

CASE IN REPLY

{421

The respondent submits that the applicant has made out its case in reply. It

appears to me that the case was made out at length in the founding affidavit and that
the allegations made there were only amplified, in consequence, to produce the detail
in the reply. In our view, the applicant is not disqualified from presenting its case on
the basis of the matter i n the founding and replying affidavit. The r.espondent suffers
no prejudice.

THE FACTS
(43]

The background rams a·re detailed because they provide insight into how the

relationship was formed and developed. The details of the pattern of conduct $how
how increasingly the participants came to Ignore the procurement requirements, the
need to continuously act in goodiaith, seeking the best technical outcome lo meet the
requirements and at1he most economic price.

21

Ibid at paras 19- 20.
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[44]

The background concerns two preliminary phases: the pilot project and an

extension to the pilot project Those phases preceded the phases presently in fssue.
(The phases in Issue are phase 1, the phase 1 extension and phase 2.)

[45]

The background reveals that initially a sparing and economic approach to the

Installation of the equipment in issue was adopted. The installatrons were Intended to
be effective and efficient, and focused on the needs of PRASA. The initial approach,
however, was abandoned on or shortly after the introduction ofthe respondent. The
scope, extent and cost of the work increased dramatically, and the work was
precipitously proceeded with in the absence of a budget or any planning, and in utter
disregard of the procurement process, while the functionality of the system decreased.

[46]

The appliGant(as the SA Rail Commuter Corporation ('SARCC')) had identified

certain needs and developed specifiq3tions to address those needs:
46. 1

Applicant identfffed a ne_ed to "disseminate relevant, accurate. and up-to-date
information on the movement and time-keeping of trains to commuters•,

46.2

Applicant developed -a specification (October 2007) for a passenger system
(" APIS") to address this need. APIS was a "collection of hardware and software
elements, operational procedures and logistic support requirements· that
disseminated the Information. The APIS system was an Integrated (or
Information) communication system ("ICS"). The APIS (or ICS) was provided
on Railcom software.

46.3

In terms of the specification, the information would be provided through display
boards and a pubfic address system linked to the train sfgnaling system. The
specification provided, "the minimum standards ... to meet the basic
requirements and to ensure...som~ consistency between installatfons
undertaken... by different contractors end suppliers.'

46.4

The specification set all the requirements for the system and equipment, and
provided for certain equipment to be_obtained and the incorporation of existing
equipment such as CCTV, automatic gates control, fire protection systems.

46.5

The specification applied to ' any organization or contractor Intending to
undertake works on SARCC Metrorail stations.• The specification does not
require equipment of any specific brand.
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46 6

All stations were. at the bme, controlled by rotating turnstiles, a ·much cheaper"
optlon than automated

access gates.

However applicant 1dent1fied a need to

improve the ease of movement Into and from the stations, improve the customer
experience. create a safer environment, reduce costs and Increase the rate of
fare collection.
46 7

The solution to this need was the installation of an automated access control
and fare collection system ("AAFC"). The system was not needed in every
station and was not considered to be a priority. The-system was Intended to be
selectively Installed. and the turnstiles redeployed where they could be used
There was consideration given to the need lo keep expenditure lo a minimum

Applicant developed a draft specification (September 2008) for access (speed)

46.8

gates.
46.9

The specification explains the reasons

tor instamng access gates,

instead of

the tradibonal turnstile. The speciflcatton envisaged an Integrated system that
would serve the abovementioned purpose Tne specifications were intended to
apply to new stations, "and, where possible (the] 2010 Soccer World Cup•, and
Incorporated In furure designs.

46 10 The specification provided the technical descnption and requirements, and
provided the minimum specifications for access gates. The specification set
sub-assembly, operating modes, external interfaces (fire alarm), maintenance
and motor control requirements for the access gates. As with the ICS
specification. the specification for the access gates d1d not require a specific
brand of gate

(4 7]

The applicant commenced seeking to install the ICS envisaged in the (SARCC)

specification·

47.1

Siemens was engaged to install the abovementioned components of an ICS
(and self.help pofnts).

47.2

The installation was initially limited to the abovement1oned components of an
ICS at •certain". "relevant applicant stabons•, 1n identified regions and cities.
The ICS installed by Siemens did not include access control. CC1V, smoke
detection and turnstiles.

47.3

The installation of an JCS was done in accordance with the SARCC (JCS)
specifications
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[48)

The applicant upgraded a few stations for the purposes of the FIFA soccer

tournament and, fn so doing, expanded upon the ICS being lnstafled by Siemens:
48.1

The work was required In order to satisfy FlFA.

48.2

The sco.pe of work Included the initial components of an !CS referred to above
(public address, display boards and help points). and added access control,
CCTV, smoke detection and turnstiles. There [s no fndication that specific
brands of equipment were required.

[49]

The applicant's executives attempted to confine the appointment of contractors

for the expanded ICS work to Siemens. Despite the initial intention to do so, the work
was not placed with Siemens.. Instead, the respondent was introduced, and part of
1he work on the expanded ICS that had been intended to be performed by Siemens,
was placed with the respondenL The evidence shows that Mr. Ferreira (who was
previously involved in Siemens, and subsequently ESS and the respondent) had a
meeting with Mr. Kgaud i, a consultant to1he applicant on the work. Mr. Ferreira (on
behalf of ESS) thereafter submitted a proposal and the respondent (not ESS) was
employed as the subcontractor.

[50)

In addition lo the abovementioned work, the installation of the access gates

("speedstiles") was placed with the respondent:
50.1

The access gate specifications were Incorporated in th~ SARCC specification
and the. respondent's quote was based on the SARCC specification The
specifications did no1 require a specific brand of access gate and the access
gates were Intended to function as an AAFC. The Importance of not including
a specific n.imed brand In the specification is that it Is anti-competitive. The
specification should refer only to functionality specifications leaving it open to
the tender-er to choose the brand that meets the functionality requirement

50.2

The respondent and two others tendered for the supply and installation of the
access gat~.

50.3

The respondent was awarded the tender. despite the consultants raising issues
about the price, the specifications of the product, and the offer being
approximately three times more than the best priced bid and exceeding the
budget
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[51)

The ICS, expanded ICS and access gates, were renamed and referred to as

an integrated security access management system ("ISAMS"). The specifications tor
the ISAMS thereafter included references to the brands introduced by the respondent.
Future tenders would accordingly .contain brand specific products of the respondent.

[52]

The work was extended to other stations, and the respondent was approached

to perform that work, after private meetings were held between the respondent and
individuals assisting or employed by the applicant, and without the knowledge of the
Group Executive for Strategic Asset Development ("GE: SAD"):
52.1

The applicant at a point fn time contemplated installing access (Speed) gates at
a few other stations for the purposes of the soccer tournament referred to
above. The stations were referred to as the World Cup 2010 stations. The
installations at those stations were not proceeded with
the unavailability of

a budget.

at the time because of

The reason the budget for the installation of

accei;s gates was exceeded was due to costs occasioned in ihe appointment
of the respondent to perform the pilot project.

52.2

In November 2009, Mr. Ferreira and Mr Kgaudi held a further meeting at which
they discussed the •wo~ that had to be executed in respect of the World Cup
Stations ·

52.3

On the respondent's evidence, after .an Internal meeting in J:;muary 2010, Mr.
Gantsho (of the applicant) was instructed to contact the respondent. There is
no record of this meeting. On the respondent's evidence, Mr, Montana (of the
applicant) and Mr, Ferreira met privately In February 2010. There is again no
record of this meetfng,

5_2.4

The respondent's evidence rs that the respondent was engaged pursuant to the
meeting. The lnterenc~ is that respondent was eng_aged or that a commitment
to contract was provided to the respondent at the-meeting.

52-5

The respondent was subsequently approached and discussions held against
the advice of SCM and without t he knowledge of the GE: SAD. In the course of
those discussions, r~spondent solicited a commitment to be given further work.

[53]

Despite the absence of a budget to pay for the work, concems about the cost

and suitability of the access gates, the intention to Install focal gates, and without a
procurement process and any prior assessment or recommendation , Mr. Montana,
acting on behalf of the applicant, direoted Mr. Gantsho to contract the respondent:
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53.1

On 22 February 2010. MrGanlsho reported, "[a)fler interrogating the operation
methods and companng with other installed gates elsewhere in the wortd·, the
gates were, "not suitable", were

"tao ... high end in terms of our current

operations•, were "fully Imparted rtrom Yugoslavia] and very exµensfve", that
gates were available from local suppllers (for less}, the Intention was 'to install
the local speed gates•, and !her~ was no bUdget for the gates
53.2

Mr. Gantsho reported that the thinking behind the decision to install access
gales instead of turnstiles in the World Cup 2010 stations was •to explore the
market and to centranse the fast gates to one •.. supplier."

53.3

Mr. Gantsho reported further that "the-Intention is to Install the local speed gates
on the ramalnlng 2010 statfons as a pilot project for future Installation on all the
other applicant stations.•

53.4

Despite the contentDf the abovementioned report, Mr, Montana (telephonicafty)
dir-ected Mr. GantsJ,o to "approach ESS and get the gates Installed for the
remaining WC2010 stations•. Mr. Gantshp recorded the telephonic discussion
and directive in a letter addressed to Mr. Montana, dated 23 February 2010.

53.5

In the founding affidavit, the letter was. Interpreted as recording a telephone
discussion in which Mr. Montana Instructed Mr Gantsho to ' contract with
respondenr

[54]

The contents of internal documents were manipulated In an attempt to justify

the directive, conceal the prior commitment to the respondent and used as a basis to
expand on the scope of work:

54.1

The scope of work was amended to include the installation of a CCTV system.

54.2

The 400\/ementloned letter purported to-set out the background and discussion
on which Mr. Montana based the directive to contract with the respondent. Toe
content of the letter-is materially different to the Initial report provided the clay
before.

54.3

For example; the words, "not suitable' ~nd --Very expensive" were removed and
replaced with positive sentiment, and reasons for excluding other suppliers
were inserted. And urgency around the 2010 World Cup was inserted and used
as a pretext to exclude other suppliers. The urgency became the paramount
consideration in subsequent c,o mmun1cations.

54.4

Mr. Gantsho wrote an email to Mr. Montana on 1-5 March 2010 staling that his
instruction to the respondent "bears no commitment of any form" but "appllcant ,
sooner than later, will have to make-a commitmenr, "to formally appoint them'
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and ·craf! a way forward in terms of other stations• As stated above, Mr.
Montana had a lready directed Mr. Gantsho lo place the work with the
respondent. This e-mail is intended to be misleading lo the extent it pretends
no commitment existed.
54.5

An undated motivation and recommendation report was prepared and sent lo
Mr. Montana. The content of the report is materially different to the initial report
and subsequent letter. The report purported to recommend interalia that "SCM
be further engaged to formalise the procurement process•, •ra) Letter Of Intent
is given to r:espondent ... lo proceedw, and •Ess be appointed as Iha preferred
supplier".

54.6

Mr. Montana purported to approve the recommendation. The approval is

undated. The approved motivation and recommendation repoct was thereafter
used to support the decision.
54.7

The report was sent to Mr. Gantsho on 16 March 2010 at 11 :45 am. The final
Qllo!e by the. respondent was received the following day, on 17 March 2010-at
8:35 am, after a site inspection at seven sites fn three different provinces. This
indicates that the respondent

was aware of the decision and had acted on

it

prior to the communication of the approval to Mr. Gantsho,

[55]

In the final quote, the respondent expanded on the scope of work. reduced the

functionalfty of the existing work and increased the price oftts proposal:
55. 1

The scope of work was expanded to include the ISAMS.

55.2

The functionality of the system was f89Uced. The installation would not :operate
as an AAFC as, despite the requirement ihat the contract should be based on

the existing contr.act and therefore the SARCC specification, the access gates
would only be MFC "ready' and would be operated manually. The access
gates do not operate as an AAFC and, as a result, do net satisfy the need
identified by the applicanl Access gates installed in the subsequent phases, at
great eXpense In more than 220 stations, suffer from the same defect. The
gates are being stripped of parts and damaged, and the applicant is being put
to further expense to repair and maintain access gates that are not serving any
purpose. The objective of the gates was frustra1ed at a great wastage and cost.
55.3

The price of the work was increased from R62 million to R90 mllllon, and
maintenance and a guarantee were Included whfch dramatically increased the
cost of the wort< to R196 million without finance costs and R225 million in terms
of a payment plan.
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55.4

Mr. Ferreira and Mr Montana·met on the same day as the final quote ( 17 March

2010) There is no record of this meeting Mr. Ferreira required a formal
acceptance of the proposal, which exceeded R225 million, "by no later than• 19
March 2010. The respondent does not disclose the response from Mr.
Montana.

[56)

The concerns raised by the appllcant's employees were either ignored or the

employees who raised those concerns were sidelined:

56. 1

Mr Gantsho raised various issues concerning funding and the procurement
process. Mr. Gantsho said finance should advise. a request should be
submitted to the CTPC for confinement, legal and compliance should clarify
contractual issues and SCM should follow "due process•. Mr, Smdane reprted,
"[y]our motivation report and the LoA are fine:

56,2

Mr. Sebola raised various "imperative• issues relating to the motivation report
and the procurement process. Mr. SeboJa raised the absence of a submission
to Finance for a caprtal budget, the price discrepancy, the absence of a strategy
and implementation plan, the Irregularity of the fund1119 model, the absence of
a submission to the CTPC from the engineering departmenL and the lack of
certification and reg1slrat10n

56.3

Mr Gantsho replied and accepted that there was an increase in the scope.
there was no planning. no an;;lysis of the funding model and the guidance from
finance and SCM was required. In relahon to the vetting of the respondent, Mr.
Gantsho responded that rt was assumed that this had been done Mr. Gantsho
did not specifically respond to the iailure to involve the CTPC

56 4

Mr. Mchuba, on being requested by Mr. Slndane to approve the
recommendatJon, raised a number of concerns about the authority of Mr
Montana the requirement for board approval, the absence of a budget and the
certification of the respondent Mr. Mchuba in effect refused to grant the
approval. The report was amended to substitute Mr. Montana for Mr Mchuba
as a signatory, and the reference to the request from Mr. Montana was
removed. In this way dissenting voices were silenced

{57]

Mr. Montana (according to Mr. Gantsho) approved the appointment of the

respondent and Instructed the imptementation of the decision.

158]

A letter of appointment was Issued to the respondent
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58 1

The letter of appointment is dated 30 April 2010 The amended report which is
not signed was sent the same day. There Is no Indication that the four
signatories approved the recommendation prior to the letter of appointment.

58.2

The letter of appointment required a •formal contract". After ·consensus had
been reached•, that contract was not concluded

[59)

The conduct that resulted In the awarding of work to the respondent became a

blueprint for the award of work in excess of R6bn lo the respondent.

PHASE ONE
[60)

The expansion of ISAMS beyond the Wortd Cup

2010 stations was not planned

by the applicant. there was no approval from the executive and the work was not
budgeted for irr the allocation of funds:

60.1

The initial intention was to install an ICS on a limited basis for a specific purpose
(Information dissemination) and to retain and incorporate existing equipment.
The expanded ICS was required In order to satisfy FIFA The need for the
expanded ICS (beyond the requirements of FIFA) was not assessed.

60.2

The access gates were Intended for new stations and future designs. and where
possible the World Cup 201 o stations. The access gates were intended to form
part of an AAF-C. The extent of the need for an AAF-C was not assessed.

60.3

Mr Gantsho accepted at the time that •a national rollout proJect for key and all
other stations In the coming Financial Years ... would require a thorough Pf0Ject
scoping and business case. This was not planned for this financial year: hence
there 1s no process and project plan in place.•

60.4

A considered planning process required·
60.4 1 An investigation that demonstrates that the extension of !SAMS was

both efficient and cost effecuve. There ls no Indication that this was
done.
60.4.2

An •end-user" to request the involvement of SCM in lhe acquisition

of !SAMS, obtain budget approval and maintain records to support the
requesl There 1s no indication that this was done.

60.4.3 A needs assessment, particularty where applicant already had such or
similar equipment There Is no lndlcatlon that this was done

60.4 4 A motivation for and approval of the investment by the board (prior to
procurement), and a request to invest and for a budget directed to the
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board and the executive. The phase 1 tender w,is not included in the
budget.
60.4.5 A submission containing detalled information and a comprehensive
appraisal and approval of the project by national treasury. There i s no
indication that this was done.
60.4.6 An expenditure projection and a corporate plan including the project.
The preparing and submission of particulars for the treasury and
executive authority. There is no indication thaJ this was a done.

[61]

In the event that the appficant intended to proceed wfth such a project after a

considered planning process, the work should have been designed and a RFP and
specification complied to address the needs identified in the assessment and to
evaluate the bids. The work had lo be done by a property constituted CFSC, and had
to satisfy the requirements of the procurement policy. This was not done. In the result,
the need for an integrated access control system that automated fare collection, and
the need for the €ntlre suite of !SAMS at every station, was notaddressed.

[62]

The access gates installed by the respondent were not integrated with the other

access functions and did not function as an automated fare collection system. The
access gates served no purpose and constituted a safety hazard.

(63]

Despite the absence of thi s fundamental groundwork and the defects in the_

work, SCM proceeded to plan for further installations and attempts were made to divert
that work to the respondent without a procurement process:
63.1

Mr Gantsho was sent an email by Mr. Ferrefra. The respondent had taken "the
liberty of designing" two stations and attached the desfgn and bill of quantities.
Mr. Ferreira requested a meelfng to ' discuss if we could extend the current
contract to include these stations or what should we do.•

63.2

[64]

The respondent does not contest that It agreed

A perception that there was no need to comply with ihe procurement policy in

regard to an extension of the work, and the- appointment of the respondent was
established. The perception resulted in a failure to implement the procurement policy
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and manage the procurement pr-0cess. Mr. Gantsho instead managed the
procurement process.

[65]

The nature, extent and cost of the work was not considered:

65.1

The absence of any consideratfon of the work is evident In the fa11ure to institute
a compelifive bidding process despite the cost exceeding the threshold which
rendered ii mandatory. There was a tack of appreciation for the nature, extent
and cost of the work or a blatant attempt to reduce the competitiveness of the
procurement process.

65.2

The stations concerned andihe components of the instaffations were unknown
and ignored when the procurem!:!nt process commenced. The fmportance of
identifying the stla!tions appears from the SARCC specifications and the nature
of the work.

65.2 .1 The respondent requested the specification for the ICS for the purpose
of the bid preparalfon, and Mr Gantsho a nd Ms. Mosholi replied that,
•there is no need forthem to have the specification of JCS as we are not
asking for them to supply that.• This is an indication of how the left hand
was ignorant ofwhat the right hand was doing. This type of confusion
is indicative of how the controls which are designed to create a team,
which would all participate in the process, were ignored.

65.2.2 The quantities of the components required in the installations were not
measured. The decision to proceed with a restricted procurement
process In the absence of such information was not rational.

(661

The failure to consider the nature, extent and cost of the work, and the absence

of any management of the procurement process by SCM, particularly the appointment
of a CFSC, resulted in a confused presentation of materially different bid requlrements
to the potential bidders:

66. 1

The invitation lo the compulsory briefing session referenced the supply and
installation of access gates (speeds stiles). There was no indication in the initial
documents provided to the po_tenUal bidders that ICS was required. Respondent
could not have known from the documents that ICS was included. Yet
respondent requested "the specs for the
required.

66.2

res•. It was infonned that ICS was not

Mr, Ferreira accordingly telephoned Ms. Mosholl The conversation is recorded
in an email from Mr. Reddy. Ms. Mosholl sent the email to Mr, Gantsh6, Who
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immediately and without question or reference to a CFSC provided inf011T1at1on
relating to the ICS.

(67)

The documents provided to potential bidders selectively included and

manipulated the contents of the broader, more general SARCC specification to the
exclusive benefit of the respondent

The documents did not comply with the

procurement policy.

[68)

The respondent's bid Included a list of stations, offered Integration and included

a funding option and warranty.

[69]

The bids were not checked for compliance. They were evaluated by laypersons

against criteria prepared after receipt of the bids, and on the basis of a points system
that was unlawful, a scoring system that did not provide any means of distinguishing
between the submitted bids; and wi\hout the prior involvement of a property constituted

CFSC. In the evaluatlon. mandatory requirements were unfairly apprred and points
were misallocated. The evaluation criteria and application did not comply with the
proctJrement policy, and favoured the respondent. The SEC recommended the bid by
the respondent, despite the bid being approximately 60% more than the competing
bid. and the excessive rates charged by the respondent

[70)

The flaws in the procurement process were concealed. The minutes of the

meeting of the SEC were manipulated to remove irregularities and bolster the
recommendation of the respondent, and the employees who were Interviewed
attempted to conceal the absence of an RFP.

[71)

The recommendation by the BEC was rejected by the GCEO and, more

importantly, by the GTPC:
71 1

As the GCEO, Mr Montana had general respons1biti!Jes regarding procurement
and approval of capital expenditure and was accountable for procurement

regarding Investments In infrastructure. In particular, Mr. Montana was
responsible for appointing the CTPC, and makmg recommendations to the
FCIP.
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71 2

The CTPC Is responsible for considering the procurement process and value
for money, and making recommendations to the GCEO.

71 .3

The tender should have proceeded to the CTPC after the BEC meeting bu1
instead the tender was diverted to Mr Montana

71.4

Mr Montana reiected the recommendat1on to appoint the respondent (in
December 2010). The reasons for the reject[on by Mr Montana are not known
other than that concern •over a wide range of Issues was expressed"

71 .5

Mr Gantsho committed to getting the recommendation to appoint respondent
"right the second time around.'

71 .6

A couple of months later in February 2011, the tender was revived and placed
before a CTPC

71 7

A report was prepared for !he CTPC The different draft versions oi the report
evidence the manipulation and misrepresentation of Information in theprocurement process to the benefit of the respondent

71.8

The tender was not on the agenda and the CTPC was not informed of the
rejection of the recommendation of the BEC by the GCEO

71.9

The CTPC nevertheless also rejected the recommendation and resolved to
refer the tender back to SCM. The CTPC raised concerns about the absence
of a list of stations, the cost In relation to the period for completion; per station,
between the bidders and compared to the pilot projea, the budget and the
cert1ficat1on of the respondent

71.10 The transcript of the CTPC meeting Indicates that the concerns extended to a
contravention of the PFMA, the funding model and the restnction of the
procurement process, and the members considered the information placed
before them to bem1slead1ng.

71.11 The CTPC decided to reject the recommendation despite the misleading
information that was presented

(72]

In the aftermath of the CTPC decision, there was a concerted effort lo

manipulate or create documents in an attempt to conceal the decision of the CTPC
and the irregularities In the procurement process:
72.1

The minutes of the CTPC meeting were subsequently altered to reflect that the
CTPC. · noted the recommendation·, · recommended a clean-up of the following
matters•, and "(c}oncurred with the recommendation to award business to the
respondent in an amount or [R1 1 bn]". And the matters raised by the CTPC
were sanitised.
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72.2

The circumstances under which the altered minute was prepared has not been
explained by either of the signatories.

72. 3

Mr. Gantstio sent a document to· Mr. Mbatha that purported to be from the
CFSC justifying the acceleration otthe "Access Control (Speed Gate) project'
and promoting the contents of the offer by the respondent.

72.4

The document identified thatthere was a need for "revenue protection" and the
purpose oHhe access gates was to prevent or bring about a deqease in *fare
eva.sion• by introducing an "integr;ited tfcketJng, automatic fare collection
system", the very function that th.e access gates.installed by respondent did not
serve. The document contains material mtsrepresentations.

[73]

The CTPC was simply by-passed and the tender placed before the FCIP,

contained inaccurate-, Incomplete and misleading Information:
73. 1

The FCIP was established to assist the board. The FCIP was required to
c-onslder the recommendation by the GCEO and procurement process,
particularly the procedure followed by the CTPC, and take cognisance of
substance and value for money.

73.2

The draft reports demonstrate the extent to which information was manipulated
In order to obtain a decision.

73.3

In particular. the recommendation report motivates the appointment

ot

respondent(at a cost to the applicant of R1.95 bn) on the basis that the access
gates project was •network wide" and will achieve the objective of Improving
"control and revenue protection In the rail system· , as the Identified system
(respondent's system) incorporated automatic fare collection systems and
security control. The authors of the report -stated that the project, "will ...
improve access control and decreasing (sic) of fare evasion· , The project was
not network wide and the installed gates do not achieve either obJectJve.
73.4

The placing of the tender before the FCIP Indicated that the CTPC had
recommended the appointment to the GCEO who had considered and agreed
with the recommendation.

73.5

The documents also demonstrate that

the Intention was to mislead the FCIP.

Mr. Mbatha caused the number of stations to be deleted. The Inference is that
Mr. Mbatha did

so because he was of the view that the price was ·'too much for

such a small percentage, I agree".
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73.6

The minutes of the FCIP meeting further concealed the Irregularities. The
m1nute-s record that an "open tender was. embarked upon by lntersite· The
statement Is false.

[74)

The fender proceeded to the board of control. However, there is no Indication

that the board made a deci.sion to contract with the respondent:

74. 1

The report that was prepared for the FCIP was amended to recommend the
appointment of1he respondent to the board of control. The repon contained themisrepresentations ·referred to above. In addition, the content of the tepon had
been amended. The scope of work was altered, as was the period for
performance and the report now stated that-the.members of the CTPC "support
the recommendation•.

74.2

The board, according to lhe minutes, approved a budget of R317 mllfion for the
national speed gates project as the modernisation of assets was a reJatively
low priority. There was no discussion about funding the shortfall of R 1.3 bn for
the.appointment of the respondent.

74.3

The minutes record only that the board approved the appointment of the
respondent In context, the appointment was as a •preferred bidder', which has
a specific meaning and requires further decisions for a contract.

74.4

The respondent was informed of the appointment as a "preferred bidder", no
price was included, and the appointment was subject to negotiation of the price.
terms and conditions, appointment.as a ilnaJ bidder'and signing of a contract.

74.5

The re.solution, signed a month after the meeting, recorded the fntention to
appoint the respondent as the "preferred biddec· and (erroneously) Inserted the
amount of R1 .95 bn.

[76]

In order to conclude a contract, prior approval had to be obtained from the

M inister of Transport and approval of the contract had to be obtained from the board,
none of which occurred:
75. 1

The board required shareholder's approval (from the Minister of Transport) to
conclude the transaction. The approval was nerther sought nor granted.

75.2

The board could not lawfully delegate the decision and accordingly the signing
of the contract could not be del egated. The board did not purport to do so, and
did not approve the respondent as the final bidder or approve the terms of fhe
contracl

75.3

The GCEO had no authority to Sign a contract.
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75.4

Mr Montana nevertheless signed a JBCC agreemenl

75.5

The contract was signed despije;

75.5.1 Reservati9n& about the cost of components of the contraci that, In the
opinion of Mr. Mbatha, was •too high and threatened to make the project
unaffordable' and •was too high and did not yield any value to applicant•

75.52 a request for respondent to •reconfigure its offering', and
7 5.5 .3 the. negotiations being incomplete.

75,6

The contract fncluded unlawful payments, and expanded the scope of work

75. 7

The contract was not suited to the work, was inchoate, and Irrational, and not
Implemented.

75.8

As a result, the respondent was permitted to make claims for payment without
regard to the contract and on suspicious supporting documents. More than
eighteen months alter the appointment of the respondent as the preferred
bidder, and after the respondent had been paid huge sums of money and at a
time whe_
n the parties still had not finalised the terms of the contract.

75,9

Mr. Montana purported lo restructure the contract without reference to the
board of control.

(76)

The flawed process was concealed:

76.1

The unsuccessful bidders were misinformed

76.2

The contract purported to record that the contract constituted a tender that was
accepted by applicant and was complete.

76.3

The contract was back-dated to coincide with an early payment to the
respondent, and selecUvely used to make payments to the respondent, prior to
the respondent performing.any work

[77]

76.4

The documents used to justify the payments to the respondent misrepresented
the terms ofthe contract

76.5

The Public Protector was impeded and misinformed .

The process

that resulted in the awarding of work to the respondent in phase

one failed to comply w ith the constitutional, legislative and regulatory requirement
stipulated for -a valid procurement process, and contravened the applicant's own
procurement policy.
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(78]

The signatory to the JBCC contract was not authorized to sign it. The JBCC

contract was a document containing terms, wh ich were inappropriate to the works in
question and as described (or In fact not described).

The contract provides a

mechanism

and

to

measure

and

pay

for

works

as

when

completed.

EssentialC:\essenLinJ to the contract Is the Inclusion of a set of tighUy framed works, a
bill of detailed quantities and the appointment of a highly skilled and neutral principal
agent. There were none of these features in !he present matter. Any procurement
official worth his salt would have immediately seen the problems and would have
advised against the conclusion of the contract. The conclusl_on of the contract was
irrali0(1al and unreasonable. The contract, framed as it is, allows for all the unlawful
activities, which eventuated. As the works and quantities are not identified, there is
no control over them and it Is open for persons to claim that they were different as it
suits them. As they are not identified, the measurements cannot be undertaken with
certainty or accuracy. Unwarranted claims of performance can easily be made and
will likely be met. Most importantly, the principal agent appointed had no skills, was
not independent and simply could not do the work required of a principal agenL There
is evidence of claims being made on lhe basis of certification provided by persons
WhQ, lo the knowledge of the respondent, do not have the skills to certify, The
respondent to this day insists that the certificates are validly issued and resolve any
disputes on the issues certified.

PHASE TWO

(79]

The second phase had two sub-phases. The first attempt to implement phase

two faltered when the FCtP essentially rejected the recommendation lo appoint the
respondent to phase two wh ich resulted In an extension of phase one. However, in
due course, ISAMS was extended to phase two at a cost of R2 536 327 633.60.

[80] The extension of phase one and phase two suffers from lhe same flaws as
those found in phase one.

[81]

The method used to secure the appointment of the respondent was the same

as the extension of the pilot project and phase one: an unsolicited bid from the
respondent, a requirement for the respondent's specific brands, the restriction of the
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procurement process, deviation from the required process, ignoring of adverse
decisions, misrepresentation, misinformation and concealment of the material facts.

[82J

The extension of !SAMS in phase two should be found in the budget for

2013/2014.

The absence of a budget for phase two indicates that there was no

planning, and the· board, Department of Transport and national treasury did not
approve of the project prior to the procurement process.

There was no needs

assessment, no appraisal by national treasury and the CFSC was not constituted or
involved.

[83]

Despite the absence of any planning, an unsolicited offer from the respondent

was entertained and acted upon. The offer envisaged two sub-phases.

(84]

The procurement process favoured the respondent:
84.1

The procurement was rastricted or closed; the scope of work is a copy of the
scope of work contained in the unsolicited bid from respondent, including,
"ACC8$s Gates - future r:eady for Automatic Fare Collection•; the RFP required
certification and accreditation with the brands of specific manufacturers.

84.2

A technical evaluation threshold of 70% was establfshed based on evaluation
criteria that included (as .the maiA requirement) certification and accreditatron
with the brands of specific manufacturers; and was scored based on
compliance.

84.3

The "Technical Evaluation· dld not include a technical evaluation of the
· equipment offered by the bidders.

84.4

The BEC did not rnclude any experts.

84.5

The impact on the scoring is evident from the scoring sheets. The resp.ondent
scored a near perfect score (37.6 out of 40) on the section concerning the
brands, and was the only bidder of six to achieve the technical threshold wlth a
total of 87%. The closest competing bid achieved approximately 25% on
accreditation and a total of only 35% The remaining bidders achievad a total
score of less than 20%.

84.6

The CTPC was not engaged. (The CTPC is responsible for assessing value for
money and making_ a recommendation to the GCEO who would make a
recommendation to the FCIP. The CTPC had rejected the phase 1 tender.)
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84. 7

The GCEO Is required to consider the recommendation by the CTPC. The
CTPC did not make a recommendation: The GCEO nevertheless made a
recommendation to the FCIP.

[85J

The board was required to approve the appointment of the respondent, the

terms of the contract and any subsequent variaflon. The board did not do so. Mr.
Montana did so without authority.

[86]

The appointment of respondent was portrayed as a variation to phase one.

However. there was no attempt to vary the JBCC agreement that the parties had
purported to conclude. The confusion about the terms of the agreement appears from
the respondent's allegations, and the confusion about the price appears from the
notices of appointment.

[87]

In the course of the (phase two) extension to phase one, documents were

created that contained misrepresentations, misinformation and concealed material

facts:
87.1

The preparation of a document purporting to be a recommendation to CTPC,
there was no intentron to ever appoint a CTPC. The absence ~uch an intention
is evidenced by the preparation of a materially similar document purporting to
be aTecommenrlation from the GCEO to the.FCIP. The documents were si.gned
by all the signatories on the-same day (19 July 2013).

87.2

The documents purporting to be recommendation reports were wrong 1n
material respects and the content of the minutes of the meeting of the FCIP
were manlpu/ated. There are materially different versions of the minutes of the
meetings. However, the express or Implied decision in all the versions of the
minutes was that the recommendation to appoint the respondent was not
supported by the FCIP.

87.3

Another version of the decision is recorded in a report recommending. the
appointment of the respondent to the GCEO. Mr. Montana records another
version of the decision m a handwritten note and in which he purports-to record
a~ecislon to appoint1he respondent in an amount R351 million excluding VAT.
(The appointment of the l'!:!Spondenl was. subsequently reduced lo R300
million) . Mr. Montana represents in his note that the board had adopted the
recommendation of the FCJP. This was untrue.
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[88)

The unsuccessful bidders were misinformed. The attempts to expedite the

appointment of the respondentto phase two of the work-s continued. The tender was
simply renewed and on this occasion the FCIP was avoided.

The procurement

process was, once again, unlawful and irregular.
88.1

The RFP was similar to the ffrsl The bias In favo.ur of the respondent was
retained, despite complaJnts by other bidders, and tha result was the same. The
respondent was, once agam, the only bidder to achieve the technical threshold.
The respondent scored 87%. The nearest competitor achieved 25%,

E8.2

As with the first sub-phase, all the• bidders, save for the respondent, ware
disqualified because they were unable to provide accreditations for the branded
equipment

88.3

Although the tender was placed before a BEC and proceeded to a CTPC, the
process ·was re-started before a reconstituted BEC and the CTPC avoided. The
CTPC that was initially convened, expressed dissatisfaction with the
submission {from the BEC), and conditionally supported the recommendation.
The tender did not proceed to the FCIP and inS1ead the BEC was reconstituted.

88.4

The decision of the reconstituted BEC was not considered and procurement
process was not-followed. The GCEO merely recommended the appointment
of the· respondent to the board. The GCEO did so based on documents
purporting to be recommendations by the GCE0to the FCiP and by the FCIP
to the board, which did not occur.

(89)

In the course of the phase two procurement process, documents were created

that contained misrepresentations, misinformation and concealed material facts:
89.1

A report purporting to be a recommendation from the CTPC to the FCIP was
prepared, when the FCIP did not have a quorum and there could have bee.n no
lntention of referring the tender to the FCIP The covering email contemplates
submission to the Governance.Committee. an entirely separate committee.

89.2.

A simllar report purporting to be a recommendation report from Mr. Montana lo
tha FCIP. was prepared The report recommends the appointment of the
respondent

89.3

The submission to the board misrepresented that the FCIP recommended the
appointment otthe respondent. In other words, read with the paragraph above.

it was reported to the board that the FCIP had accepted Mr. Montana's
re-Commendation.
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89.4

The submisslon and reports lo the FCIP and board contained slmilar
misrepresentations lo the reports referred lo above. in particular, the recording
of the decision is fnaccurate.

89.5

The presentation to the board was misleading:

89.5.1 The resolution of the board was altered. The minutes record that, "[!]he
Board following the presentation and defiberation of the above
recommendation• (by Mr. Montana), resolved
respondent.

to appoint the

89.5.2 The resolution that was prepared inserted the following , ' [l)he board
having consideted the submissions from the Governance and
Performance committee, regarding the approvc1I of (ISAMSJ Phase 2',
resolved to approve the appointment of the respondent.

89.5.3 The Governance and Performance Committee is not responsible for
making submissions on tenders to the board, and did not make any
submissions to the board rB!;!arding the ~nder 1n is$ue.

[90]

The board relled on the information provided and presentation by Mr. Montana

to appoint the respondent (as the preferred bidder). In addition, the board authorfsed
Mr. Montana to negotiate and sign the agreement. The respondent was informed of
its appointment as the preferred bidder subject to negotiation on various Issues and
that the process was not complete until the appointment of a final bidder.

[91]

The board did not authorise the GCEO to agree to the terms of the agreement,

which, as stated above, Js a function that cannot be delegated and required vetting by
legal In any event, there is no indication that the GCEO purported to agree lo the
terms lhal were offered and accepted by the respondent Mr. Montana signed a JBCC
agreement.

[92J

There was an additional allowan~ ofR905 million mainly for maintenance and

a warranty that was already included in the notice of appointment for phase two that
was accepted by the respondent but not Included In the JBCC agreement. This addon was referred to as the addendum:

92.1

The addendum was initiated by the respondent

92_2

The unsoli.ciled offer was Irregularly entertained by Mr. Montana and Mr.
Phungula.
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92.3

The respondent provided a bid.

92..4. Mr. Montana signed the addendum agreemenL

[93]

There was no procurement process.

[94] The contract and its implementation resulted rn works, which were not fit for
purpose. The cause for this 1s:
94.1

Under design.

94.2

Underfunding

94.3

Inadequate contractual framework

94.4

Scope for corruption and non-compliance. by the contractor.

-94.5

Scope for unscrupulous employees of the appl1cantto amend the works, prices,
terms of payment and generally corrupt the intended contractual relationship.

94.6

The ability to manipulate the relationship of the applicant and the respondent,
the contract and the works.

(95)

The works were far beyond budget which meant that what originally was

contemplated had to be adjusted to meet budget. In addition, uncontrolled variations
could be brought about to benefit unscrupulous persons.
CORRUPTION

[96]

The applicant discovered that persons and entities connected to the respondent

and persons within the applicant (Mr. Montana and Mr. Gantsho) were Involved in

various property transactions. On the face of ft, the participants must explain these
transactions. They raise serious concerns that there was wrongdoing, which needs to
be investigated.

The property transactions. at the very least, contravene the

profe5$ional and ethical standards required to be maintained in public admfnlstrafion
and those obllgations with which all officials and other role players in the procurement
system (including the respondent) must comply in order to promote mutual trust and
respect, and an environment where business can be conducted with Integrity.
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[97]

Corruption erodes the spirit, values. Institutions and objectives of the

Constitution. It undermines the ability of the State to deliver on many or its obligations
notably but not limlted to those relating to social and economic rights.29

(98]

Persons who are complicit in maladministration. Impropriety or corruption

should not be permitted to profit from an unlawful tender. They should be forced

to

make full restitution even if this results in financial loss to them. 30 The existence of
corruption is to be Inferred from the fact that a multitude of irregularities exist, that
there is

an absence of a candid explanatron

from the tenderer. This can lead to the

inescapable conctusfon that the participants were no! innocent. See Passenger Rail

Agency of Africa v Swifambo.31 See also Eskom Holdings SOC Ltd. v McKinsey and
Company Africa (Ply) Ltd. and Others where It was held:
'it Is indeed just and equitable that such monies .be returned to Eskom. To prove that
indeed crime, no matter what euphemism is used in describtng such unlawful conduct,
does not pay stop that indeed the cancer of corruption can be eradicated and those
who benefit from m-gotten gains, will be deprived of such gain ~top..• This would
encourage good and ethical behaviour In J)l;Jblic procurement matters and thus
entrench the rule of law.>32

[99]

The fiscus is poorer as it did not receive fair value for what it paid.33

[100] The respondent permitted Mr. Gantsho to stay at a certain property In Durban,
The property was acquired for his exclusive occupation and an arrangement was in
place that it could be transferred to him even although he did not have the money to
extend his bond to pay the price, The respondent also told him that It had a place in
Balllto. The issue of Mr. Gantsho staying in a place owned by the contractor was

20

See Esonranki Pipelines (Pty) Ltd and Another v Mopanl DisflicJ Municipality and Others [2014] 2 All
SA 493 (SCA) at para 26; South African Association of Pe~al Injury Lawyer"5 v Heath and Others.
2001 (1) SA 833 (CC) at pa.ra 4; and Glenisterv President of the Republic of South Afrfca and Others
2011 (3) SA 347 (CC) al patas 83 and 166.
30
See M17fennlum Waste Management (Pty) Ltd. v chairpetSDn ofUre Tender Board: Llmpapo Province
and Others 2008 (2) SA 481 (SCA) at para 26.
31
2017 (6) SA 223 (GJ).
32
(20t9J ZAGPPHC 185at para 66.
33
See Corruption Watch (NPC)(RF) v CEO of South African Social Services and Others (2018)

ZAGPPHC 7 ~I para 35.
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considered as a reason why there should be some hidden arrangement. This is what
Mr. Gantsho had io say:
•so we really got Interested in this particular apartment.
Then I approached Mr. Murphy to say that I would like to buy this.
As I said, you know, we would go in there with the -colleagues ....
He said; You look very much interested In this.
So I said: Yes, I am, but I think It's too sleep for me to be acquiring It.
He said: Okay, but do you like the flat?

I said: yes, I do. You know anyone would llke to have a flat but I don't think my ·bond
would be-because I'm also paying a bond wherever I am.
Then he said: Okay, no, that's fine.
Then the next day I went in••.
...•Alvin (satdJ that you [meaning Mr. Gantsho) can gelihe ifat, and then when you're
ready - because Murphy was saying he wa.s selfing !he flat and then he was not going
to hold it for anyone.
He said; Okay, we [meaning respondent] can buy the flat and then we Will get it to be
acquired by the company
He said: No it's fine then as you -said we wHI keep the flat for you.

I said: But how do I do that because I have to pay for it?
He said. No, •.•.. ft won't be a problem for us.. to acquire the flat and tlien maybe at
some point when you're. ready for It then we can talk"

f101] As such. Mr. Gantsho subsequently made use of the flat and even allowed a
religious advisor to stay there. Mr. Gantsho referred to the property as being his own
when he wrote lo the Reverend. He said "my apartment Is C7 - 10". It appears as a
probable inference that the flat was acquired for the use of Mr. Gantsho by the
respondent and ihat some other hidden arrangement existed as to its actual visible
ownership. He clearly had use rights and a claim to it

(102] There is evidence thalthe flat was sold during 2011 for a total value of R3, 050
million.

The negotiations were between Mr, Gantsho and Mr. Murphy after Mr.

Gantsho had visited the unit several times. At the time when It became necessary to
reduce the sale to writing, Mr, Gantsho indicated that a Mr. van der Walt would contact
hlm to provide further details, Mr. van der Walt in fact did so. Although the terms and
conditions oi the sale were negotiated with Mr. Gantsho. the person who was the
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purchaser was a company whose name was provided. In due course, the flat was
occupied from time lo time by Mr. Gantsho. There were no rentals charged to or paid
by the person who occupied it.

[103] Mr. Montana was involved with property dealings, which had unusual features.
An -amount of R2 million was paid by a company for no apparent purpose in one of the
transactions. Mr. Montana did not have sufficient funds to purchase the Hurtingham
property, which he negotiated to buy. Lt is apparent that the funds for the property
were not to be sourced in the hands of Mr. Montana. This being so. where were they
to be sourced? The Inference Is Irresistible that the funds are being provided by a
third-party for an unknown reason. Individuals do not normally provide funding in the
millions for no apparent reason. This being so the evidence Is Irresistible that the
respondent was providing the backing. The same personalities were involved as were
involved in the Durban property namely Mr. van der Wall.

(104] The precise ambit of the corruption is always difficult to establish in detall by
reason of the steps taken by the participants in the corrupt activity to hide their
activities away. In our view, there is sufficient detail available to lead to the inferences
which are drawn above. Mr. Montana was involved with numerous property dealings.
These activitles are not consonant with this activity as a senior employee of the
appllcant. In the ordinary course, the funding available should not readily have been
available. Mr. Montana sought to change the purchase of the property from himself to
some other entity and in due course where the funding did not come In the entities
could not be changed and Mr. Montana could not proceed.

DELAY
The Parties' Contentions

[105) The respondent submits that the Issue of delay has to be considered first. It
contends that it Is only if ii is found that there has not been an undue delay (or if there
was that it rs in the interest of justice to condone ft) that it wlll become necessary for
this Court to consider the merits. Put cfifferently, if there has been an undue delay and
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it is not condoned then the Court is not entitled to enter upon the merits of the review
application.:J.<;

(1 06] On the contrary, the applicant submits that this matter fs not an Instance in
which preference should be given to finality and the delay should be raised as a
subsidiary concern lo be considered and provided for in the context of a remedy that
Is just and equitabJe in the circumstances.35

(107] It is neeessary to mention that the amicus does not deal with the issue of delay
in its affidavits or pleadings as weli .as in the h.eads of argument.

The Delay Rule Principle

[108] The delay rule was laid down in Woo/growers Afslaers (Edms) Bpk V
Munisipaliteit van Kaapstad. 36 The rule was further deve.loped in Gqwetha v Transkei
Development Corporation Ltd and Others.37

Both judgments deal with the purpose

and function of the delay rule. The rule is there to promote the efficient functioning of
public bodies, which is undermined by prolonged uncertainty over the validity ot thejr
decisions. and to safeguard a public interest in the-finality of administrative decisions,
which arises from a necessity to alleviate the inherent potential for prejudice to those
who rely on their decisions. The underlying principle bein9 that ·an inordinate delay
induces a reasonable bel!efthat the decision has become unassailable."311
[109] In Gqwetha,39 the Court held further that the enquiry into whether a delay had
been undue entailed a factual Investigation and a value judgment based on ali the
relevant circumstances, including any explanations, the nature of the decision

"'SANRAL vCape Town City2.017 (1) SA 468- (SCA) at paras 79-81 and Aurecon SA (Pty) Ltd v Capo

Town Ci/y2016 (2) SA 199 al para 16.

35

36

Applicant's Heads of Argument at para 119

Walgroeiers Afs!aers (£elms) Bpkv Munisipalitsit van Kaapstad 1978 (1) SA 13 (A) at para. 39 8-0

and41E.P.

37
3,
38
39

Gqwetha V Transkei Development Corporation Ltd and Others 2006 (2) SA 603 (SCA) at paras 22 -

Voml V Unltas Hospital and Another2008 (2) SA 472 CC para 31 .
Gqwetha supra n.37 al paras 24 at 613 B-C.
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challenged and the potential for any prejudice resulting from the decision being set
aside.

(11 OJ In Khumafo and Another V MEC for Education, Kwazulu-Nataf, 40 the
Constitutional Court recogni sed the Importance of publfc Interest In both certainty and
finality. The Court per Skweyiya J held as follows:
'Section 237 acknowledges the significance of timeous compliance with constitutional
prescripts, II elevates.expeditious and diligent compflance with constitutional duties to
an obligation in itself. The principle is thus a Tequirement of legality. This requirement
fs based on sound Judfcial policy that includes an understanding of the strong publlc
Interest In both certainty and finality. People may base lhefr action on the assumption

of the lawfulness-of a particuiar decision and the undoing of the decision threatens a
myriad o( consequent actions.•

[111] However, the same Court has also recognised that delay Is not necessarily
decisive because, whilst finality is a good thing , justice is better. See South African

National Road Agency Ltd v Cape Town City.41 Hence ln Oudekraal Estates (Ply) Lid
v City of Cape Town,'

2

the Court held that an analysis of the problems that arose in

relation to unlawful administrative action recognised the value of certainty in a modem
bureaucratic State, a Value that the Legislature should be taken to have in mind as a
desirable objective when ii enacted enabling Legislation, and it also gave proper effect
to the principle of legality, which was fundamental to our legal order.

While the

Legislature might often, in the interests of certainty, provide-for consequences to follow
merely from the fact of an administrative act, the rule of law dictated that1he coercive
power of the State could generally be used against the subject unless the- Initiating act
was legally valfd. A public authority could not justify a refusal on its part to perform a
public duty by relying, without more, on the Invalidity of the originating administrative
act, II was required to take action to have it set aside and not simply to ignore it.

[112] In Gqwetha, the Court held that the ra.tionale for formality fs less evident too
when the matter involves public procurement in respect of which clear governance

40
41
'2

2014 (5) SA 57$ CC at paras 46-8.

2017 ( 1) SA 468 SCA at para 108.
2004 (6) SA 222 (SCA) .at para 37
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would require judicial intervention. A tolerance for delay where corruption Is found
was discussed in City of Cape Town v Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ud,43 in which the
Constitutional Court observed that if the irregularities raised in the report had
unearthed manifestations of corruption collusion or fraud in the tender process, the
Court might look IE?Ss askance In condoning the delay.

The Interests of clean

governance would require judicial intervention,

[113] In his minority judgment in State Information Technology Agency v Gijima
44

Holdings (Ply) Ud,

Bosielo JA made il clear that Section 7(2) of the Constitution

states In peremptory terms that organs of State have a constitutional obligation to
respect, protect and fulfil our consfitutional obligatlons. Courts are a constituent part
of the State. Like all organs of State, they also have a constitutional obligation to
ensure that constilutional obligations are respected and fulfilled. It would be subservlce
of this constitutional obligations to use the Courts to thwart a party or deny it the
opportunity to assist, protect and promote the principle of legality. There is no reason
in law, fogic or principle that can justify a court to deny an organ of State Its righl to
attack the constitutionality of a contract which is admitted to be unconslitutiom!I simply
because It opted for an attack based on the principle of legality and not through ?AJA.otherwise that would amount to a slavish adherence to formalism and oompromising
substance. Generally, the law i$ about justice. And Justice should not be defected or
sacrificed on the matter of formalism.

[1141 In this regard, the applicant qorrectly submits that State Institutions should not
be disco.u raged from ferreting out, and prosecuting corruptlon because of delay,
particularly not Where there has been obfuscatlon and rnterference by Individuals
within the institution. Refusing to hear such matters would shield the perpetrators,
encourage the commission and concealment of egregious conduct oT the nature found
in this matter and discourage prosecution by State institutions. This also negatively
impacts on the administration of justice.

., [2017] ZACG S·a l para 50.
... 2017(2) SA 63 SCA at para 55.
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[115J The Constitutional Court in Khuma/<>45 observed that the passage of a
conslderable length of time may weaken the ability of a Court lo assess an instance
of unlawfulness on the facts. It is also important lo note that in the same judgment.
·the Court noted that a legality review has no fixed period within which the review must
be launched. The Court also set out the test for assessing undue delay in bringing a
legality review applfcation as follows:

115.1 Firstly, It must be determined whether the delay ls unreasonable or undue. This
is a factual enquiry upon which a value judgment Is made, having regard to the
circumstances of the matter.

11-5.2 Secondly, If the delay ls unreasonable, the question becomes whether !lie
Court's discretion should nevertheless be exercised to overlook the delay to
entertain the. application.
The test laid down in Khumalo was confirmed in Buffalo City Metropot;tan Municipality

v Asia Construction (Pty) Ltd. 46

[116] Furthermore, in Buffalo City, the Constitutional Court emphasised that the
approach lo delay In the context of a legality challenge necessarily involves a broader
discretion than the approach under PAJA. The Court also stated that the discretion to
overlook an unreasonable delay must be exercised in a "factual, multi-factor, contextsensitive framework" which entails a legal evaluation taking into account a number 9f
factors:
116.1 The potential prejudice to affected parties and the possible conseq_uence of
selling aside the impugned decision, and whether that can be- ameliorated by
the power to grant a Just and equitable remedy;
116.2 The nature of the impugned decision, which in essence requlr,es a
consideratfon of the merits and the extent and nature of the impugned decision
may be a crucial factor; and
116.3 The conduct of the applicant. Thete may be -a basis to ovedook undue delay if
!he functionary acted in _good faith or with the Intent to ensure clean
governance.

45 Supra n 40 at para 48.
46

2ois (4 ) SA 331 (CC) at paras 48 and 50
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(117) Some of the factors to the extent to which the delay rule Is connected to the
merits are tabulated in Aurecon which include;

(i) the nature of the rellef sought;
(ii) lhe extant ~nd cause of the.delay;

(iii) its effect on the adml nistration of Justice and other litigants;

Ov) the reasonableness of1he explanation for the delay, and
(v) the importance of the fssue to be raised; and the prospects of success,

[118] As already indicated above in this judgment, the respondent submits that
section 237 of the Constitution requires that "all constitutional obligations must be
performed diligently and wrthout delay•. Toa respondent is also of the view that the
deiay Is Inordinate and 1herefore the Court must not grant condonation for such delay,
which will necessitate the Court not hearing the merits.

(119] The applicant submits that the decrsion Is based on the interests of Justice. In
consideri119 whether to extend the period in terms of PAJA, a Court will be guided by
what the. interests of justice dictate -and in order to determine that question, regard
should be had to all the facts and circumstances, which equates with how Judicial
discretion was exercised before the advent of PAJA,

(120) The applicant implores the Court to deviate from the decision in Opposition to
Urban Tolling Alliance V South African National R-0ads Agency Limited, 47 (OUTA) but
to follow the diota in SANRAL.49 In which the Court held that the question as to whether
a considerable lapse of 1ime between the relevant decision and the application for
review being brought should be condoned is, "lne.xtricably connected to the nature and
consequence of the decision as well as with the degree, ifany, of non-compliance with
statutory prescripts; and whether the non-compliance was egregious.

The Court

explained-that OUTA could not be read as signalling a cllnical excision of the merits of
the impugned decision as the merits were a "critical fa~or• in considering -all the
circumstances of the case in order to determine the dictates· of the interests of justice.
The totality of the circumstances to be considered involved, inter a/la. a consideration

◄T (2013] 4 All SA 639 (SCA) at para 22..
"" Supra n 34 at paras 81 and 84.
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of the merits of the review applfcation. the prejudfce to SANRAL and the public Interest.
We agree that this is the approach that must be applied in this case.

The Respondent's Argument Why The Delay Is Inordinate
(121) The issue of delay must be determined based on the context of the factual
matrix In thls matter.

[122] The regurgitation of the respondent's facts giving rise to the delay are as
follows:

122.1 The JBCC agreement 1n respect of Integrated Security Management System
(ISAMS) phase 1 was entered on 31 March 2011 ;

122.2 The JBCC agreement in respect of ISAMS Phase 2 was entered fnto on 1 July
2014; and
122.3 The JBCC agreement m respect of the Addendum was entered Into on 19
September 2014.

[123] According to the respondent, this application was instituted on 5 March 2018,
nearly 7 years after the !SAMS Phase 1 was entered into and some 3 and a halfyears
after the ISAMS Phase 2 and addendum were signed. The applicant, being a party to
all the agreements, and which relies on its own internal irregularities, was at all times
aware of the fact that decisions had been taken, and what the reasons for the decisions
were. The delay accordingly falls to be measured from the date on which each of the
impugned contracts was concluded.

(1241 In support of its stance on the Inordinate delay the respondent relies on the
following chronology of events;

124.1 On 12 October 2015, the respondent instituted arbitration proceedings against
the applicant in respect of respondent's c1.1npaid Invoices In ISAMS Phase 1.

124.Z The applicant launched the firs1 review appfication 9n 2 February 2016. That
review application was predo_minantly concerned with the review and
consequential setting aside of the applicant's administratrve decision or actions
in awaiting and subsequently concluding the Phase 1 Agreement, the Phas.e 2
A.greement and the Addendum with the respondent.

124.3 On 1 May 2017, the respondent instituted arbitration proceedings against the
applfr;ant in respect of ISAMS Phase 2, In which it pursues payment from the
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applicant in respect of the respondenn unpaid invoiees that make up the.
outstanding. Phase 2 considerations.

124.4 On 26 May 2017, the respondent instituted arbitration proceedings agai nst the
applicant fn respect of the unpaid invoices that make up the outstanding
Addendum cons1derations.

124.-5 The first review application served before Sutherland J on 2 May 2017.
Sutherland J dismissed the review application with costs. The Judge held that
the applicant's application was defective for want oh:ompliance with PAJA and
that "there is no application before this. Court,as.contemplated in section 9 of
PAJA"

124.6 The a.pplfcant applied for leave to appeal against the order of Sutherland J,
which application was dismissed on 7 July 2017.

124.7 On 21 July 2017, the applicant petitioned the SCA for leave to appeal the
Judgment of Sutherland J. Tus application was dismissed on 22 August 2017.

124.8 The arbitration hearings were set down to commence before retired Judges
Goldstein and Joffe on 2 and 5 October 2017 respectively.

124.9 On 21 September 2017, the applicant delivered an application to the President
of the SCA fn terms of section 17(2) (f) orlhe Superior Court Act 10 ot 2013 for
reconsideration.

124. 10 On 22 September 2017, the-applicant launched urgent proceedings before.tills
Court in terms of which it sought an order-stayfng the arbitration proceedings
pending the outcome of the reconsideration apP!ication and. failing the
reconsideration application, a fresh application ("the stay Application").

124. 11 The stay appfication was .granted by Brenner AJ on 29 September 201 7. On
the basis of this order, the arbitrations ·d id not proceed in October 2017.

124. 12 The reconsideration appRcation was dismissed by the President of the SCA on
7 NOi/ember 2017.
124.1 3 On 19 February 2018, the respondent Issued its appltcation under- case number
13314/18.
124.14 On 3 March 2018 the applicant launched these proceedin_gs , which were set
down together with the respondent'.s application.

[12-5] In its main heads of argument, the respondent submits that nearly 7 years after
the ISAMS Phase 1 was entered and some 3 and half years after the ISAMA Phase 2
and Addendum were signed. the applrcant Instituted its applfcat1on only on 5 March

2018. According to the respondent, the first review application was launched 1817
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daysand 795 days respectively after the Impugned decision In respect of Phase 1 and
Phase 2 were taken.

(126] In this regard, we deem ll prudent to mention that at the hearing of this
application the respondent backtracked from its original assertions of 3 years, and 7
years, 1817 days and 795 days delay to a mere 10 months delay. Despite the change

of tack, and capitulating lo a delay of only 10 months, the respondent still persists in
its contention that the delay Is inordinate and that the Court should not grant
conc!onation. We are orthe view that all steps taken by the applicant were necessary
legal processes.

The Applicant's Explanation For The Delay

[127] The applicant submits that while there was a delay In launching these
proceedings, the application was not Inordinately delayed. To the extent that the Court
should find that the application was inordinately delayed, such dell:IY should be
condoned.

[128]

lt is now trite that the delay rule is connected to the merits of the relevant factors

In the enquiry into the interest of Justice, as is evident In the exposition in Aurecon.
Consequently, based on the factars provided by the applicant, althqugh a delay of 10
months may be founclio be unreasonable, the said delay is justified by the explanation
provided by the applicant.

f129j We have already, elsewhere above in this judgment, dealt with the applicant's
detailed explanation of the exlenl of corruption and unlawfulness involved In the
awarding of tenders to the respondent and, the improper conduct by certain officials
within the management structure of the applic;ant. Ther~fore, only a synoptic.recount
of those events suffices.

[130] The previous management of the applicant (certain of whom are implicated in
the unlawful conduct) Ignored concerns and irregularities a.bout the .award of the tender
and instead demonstrated a single- minded and devoted determination to proceed
with the process that resulted in the awarding of work to the respondent, and to
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mislead various committees and the board as to the nature and gravity of the irregular
conduct al PRA$A. The applicant's management at the time simply failed to dlsciose
the impropriety.

[131] The discovery of the corruption was also impeded by the tyrannical manner in
which the applicant was controlled by the erstwhile GCEO, Mr Montana. As a result,
the applicant was characterised by a culture of conscious ignorance of any wrongdoing
and a deliberate avoidance of controversy. A concerted effort was made by certain
Individuals to prevent anyone 1rom discovering, discloslng and taking actfon to expose
1he Irregular and unlawful conducl

[132f Mr. Montana, who is tmplicaled In the Irregular and unlawful decision lo award
the work to the respondent, managed to frustrate the dissemination and
communication ofrelevant Information while he was at PRASA, and thereafter throu~h
associates who were collaborating with him.

[133] The reconstituted board faced remarkable enmity and extraordinary resistance,
including attempts to conceal informaffon and obstruct the unearthing of facts relating
to activities and relationships that the board suspected were corrupt or irregular. The
Public Protector experienced similar obstacles when conducting her investigation.
The Public Protector summarised the attempts to frustrale her investigation in the
"Derailed Report•. During her investfgation, the Public Protector had to piece together
the truth as information had to be clawed out of the appficant's management.

[134] The applicant was accordingly compelled to employ exceptional measures in
order to expose .those facts that were material to this application. The board took the
unusual step of appointing forensic. Investigators.

The investigators sourced

approximately 1.2 billion documents. These needed to be searched for relevance
through keyboards, reviewed for relevance and distributed to the relevant person in
the Investigation team. A number of people within the applicant were uncooperative
and actively hampered the Investigation by removing hard copies of the documents
from the applicant's premises and deleting electronic copies from their computers in
an attempt to protect Mr. Montana and themselves.
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[135] The reconstituted board required time to understand the nature of the
applicant's business. the various areas in which the business was deficient, and each
of the complaints to the Public Protector, make enquiries and obtain information
relating to the GOmplaJnts, ascertain the nature and extent of the irregul~r activities and
expenditure. What made the board's work even more difficult, is that, as a result of
the victimization they suffered, certain members of the applicant's board resigned.

[1361 Most of the irregularities which underlay the application occurred prior to the
tenure of the reconstituted board in August2014. and during the tenure of the previous
executive management committee, controlled by Mr. Montana.

(137] We are of the considered view that. although the delay period of 10 months

may

render the application lo have been Inordinately delayed, the circumstances

under which the delay occurred, as explained by the-applicant, persuade this Court to
grant condonation.

CONDONATION

[138] We are in agreement withih.e submission by the applicant that the matter raises
issues of fundamental public Importance and lf there would be any prejudice, such
may be compensated rn the form an appropriate remedy. Moreover, the only remedy
that the respondent alleges relates to the prejudice if the contract is set aside, not
prejudice ff the matter is heard, The alleged prejudice should be dealtwith at the level
of remedy as the Constitutional Court decfcfed in Gijima.

[139] We nee:d to reiterate that the approach to delay in the context of a legality
challenge necessarily Involves a broader discretion than the approach Jn PAJA.
Consequently. in the exercise of our discretion, condonatfon fs granted to the applicant
for !he late Tiling of this application.
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REMEDY
Relief sought by the parties
[140J Essentially, the relief sought by the applicant fs to obtain a declaration that the
signing of the agreements dated 31 March 2011 and 1July 2014, together with the
addendums thereto and Inclusive of the agreements lo arbitrated, which were
unauthorised, ought to be reviewed and set aside. In the alternative, the arbitration
agreements were to cease and have no force or effect. Further, ,~viewing and setting
aside the decision to grant the ISAMS lender lo the respondent.

[141) In the event that -this court decided that the respondent ought to be
compensated, the applfcant seeks that the parties be ordered to agree to the
appo1ntment of an Independent engineer to detennlne· the value of the works already
conducted by the respondent The appllcantand respondent are directed to agree on
the value of the works and if they fall to, the court will be approached. In addition, as
at the date of the order, payments made by the applicant are to be set off against the
value of the works conducted and if there is a deficit the appllcant shall pay,
alternatively the respondent shall pay the excess.

[142] #Unitebehlnd on the other hand, seeks a declaration of that the contracts are
void ab lnitio and that the respondent be dfrected to make full restitution of t;1ny
considerations received. Alternatively,

to pay back any profit received. Further, that

the.respondent be directed to make full and proper account of the implementation of
the agreements. In additfon, a declaration is sought that the dispute between the
applicant and respondent is not arbltrable and that it ought to be referred to a court for
oral evidence.

[143) The respondent seeks that the applicant's application for review be dismissed.
If they are not successful, the resp0ndent seeks a declaration that an assessment on
the value of the work already completed be conducted on a specific rate or as PRASA
proposes on a value basis.

[144] In their counter-application the respondent contends that if a declaration of
invalidity is made in terms of section 172(1)(b) of the Constitution then they seek an
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order that is just and equitable In line with that granted in the Gijima case. Thus, the
respondent will not be divested of its rights In the contracts as a result oi the
declaration of Invalidity nor are the second and third respondent to be divested of th.eir
rights to determine the pending arbitrations.

The Legal Framework
[145) The starting in the crafting of a remedy in this instance is section 172(1 )(a) of
the Constitution. This section directs a courtto declare invalid any law or conduct that
Is Inconsistent with the Constitution. The delay has been declared non-consequential
as a satisfactory exP.Janation has been advanced by the applicant. On the undisputed
facts, the contracts were unlaWful as no procurement process was followed.

In

addition. the structures erected were not fit for purpose .and were beyond the allocaled
bud9et. These are sufficient reasons lo necessitate a declaration of invalidly in terms
of section 172(1 )(a). Thus, logic dictates that the contracts have to be-set aside after
a declaration of invalidity.

(146] That being said, this court Is now enjoined to make an order and this is where
the prescripts of section 172{1 )(b) come to the fore. This section provides that upon

a declaration of constitutional invalidity a court:
'may make any order that is Just and equitable, lncluding---

(1) an order limiting the retrospective effect of 1he declaration of Invalidity; and

(ii) an order suspending the declaration of invalicfrty for any period and on any
conditions, to alfow the competent authority to correct the defect.'

[147) It is now well established that the powers ascribed by section 172(1)(b) are very
wide and remedial

it must be borne In mind that once there is a remedy to be

prescribed invariably there had to be an encroachment of a right. 'It is a settled and
invariable principle In the law . .. , that every right When with-held must have a remedy,
and every injury its proper redress·. Put differently for every right, there is a remedy.

(148] In Fose v Minister of Safety and Security, Ackermann J enunciaied on this
maxim and slated:
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without effective remedies for br~. the values under1yinQ and the right
entrenched in the Constilution cannot properly be upheld or entrenched'.'9

[149) Pertinently, the Constt1utfonal Court's pronouncement regarding 1he approach
In sanctioning a remedy was echoed in Steenkamp NO v Provjncial Tender Board,

Eastern Cape where Moseneke DCJ held:
'It goes without saying thal every improper performance of an administrative function

would impllcate the Constitution and entitle the aggrieved party to appropriate relief, In
each case the remedy must fit the ill]ury. The remedy must~ fair to those affected by

ii and yet vindicate effectively Ille right violated. II must be just and equitable In the
light of the facts, ltle impficated constitutional principles, if any, and lhe controlling law.
II ls nonetheless appropriate to note that ordinarily a breach of admlnlstraUve Justice

attracts public-law remedies and not private-law remedies. The purpose of a publiclaw remedy Is to pre-empt or correct or reve~ an improper administrative function .••.
Ultimately the p_
urpose of a public remedy is

to afford the prejudfced party

administrative )ustme, to advance efficient and effective public administration
compelled by conslill.lflonal precepts and al a broader level, lo entrench the rule of
law•.SD

[150] To this end the principle of legality and the rule of law has prescribed a default
position, to e ither correct or reverse the import of invalid administrative action. This
was affirmed by Froneman J in Al/pay II who pointed out that:
'logic, general legal principle, the Constitution, and the binding authority or this Court
all point to a default position that requires the consequences of invalidity to be
corrected or reversed where they can no longer be prevented. II is an approach thai
accords with the rule of law and principle of legality.~,

[151 I Critical to the setting aside of1he invalld administrative action is the principle of
legality and In approaching this, a just and equitable. remedy is pivotal. To achieve
such 'will depend on the kind of challenge presented; direct or coUateral; the interest

•• Fose v Minister of Safety and Security 1997 (3) SA 786 at para 69.
Steenkamp NO v Provincial Tender Board, Eastern Cape-2007 (3) SA 121 (CC) at para 29.
E, Al/pay Consolidated Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd end Othen; v ChiefExecutive Officer of the South
African Scx;fal Secun1y Agency.and Others (Com.iption Watch and Anotliar as am/cf curi.ie) (No 2) 2014
(4) SA 179 (CC) at para 30
!>O
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Involved and the extent or materiality of the breach of the constitutional right to j ust
administrative action in each particular case'.52

[152] Hence, it Is imperative to have regard to section 33 and 217 of !he-Constitution.
Section 33 dictates that any administrative action railing to comply with its prescripts
of being lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair, is unlawful and must be declared
invalid. Section 33 provides:
'Just administrative action:
(1)

everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable
and procedurally fair.

(2)

everyone whose rights have been adversely affected by administrali11e

action has the right to be given written reasons.·

[153] Likewise. there has to be compliance with section 217 whfch decrees the
purpose of public procurement as being 'fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and
cost-effective' in order to comply with lawfulness and validity.

f154) If a court has established grounds of unlawfulness and invalidity, it is crucial to
remember that a court does not have a discretion, but must make a declaration of
invaltdly, However, it is only when a court ls imposing an appropriate remedy does a
discretion come into play, which is a wide discretion.

[155J Once the constitutional invalidity has been established it is a requisite that the
administrative action be declared unlawful. The employment of the default position in
correcting the invalidity involves the Imposition of just and equitable relief lo serve as
a remedial pvrpose, This 'corrective approach' accords with the principles of legality
and the rule of law.

Remedial or Corrective Action

[156] It Is evident from 1he reasons above, whe.re the administr:ative action Is being
declared unlawful, this a ·classic case where remedial or corrective action is the
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SA 113 (CC) at para 85
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appropriate and only remedy to be sanctioned. We hasten to add thoughihat such
remedial action must be rn tine with the prescripts of-section 172 (1){b).

[157] We are mindful when approaching this task that it is imperative that remedial
action to be employed or imposed must be appropriate and effective In order to redress
or undo the prejudice, impropriety, unlawful enrichment or corruption which has
occurred. It must be binding to effectively address the complaint ortransgression.

(158] The Constitutional Court aptly stated in Fose:
'(A)n appropriate remedy must mean an effective remedy, for without effective

remedies for breach, the values underlying and the rights entrenched in the
Constitution cannot properly be upheld or enhanced. Particularly fn a country where
so few have the means to enforce their rights through the courts, It Is essential that on
those occasions when the legal process does establish that an infringement of an
entrenched right has occurred. It be effeotivefy vindicated.'5:1

[159] In these circum_stances, jusl and equitability of a remedy are paramount to this
court as the purpose of the applicant to operate for the vulnerable communities has
taken a toll. This is as a result of the fact that the sustainable development and
economic growth within which the applicant operates has been adversely affected to
the detriment of the public rail users al large.
Re/ief-

[160) We deem ii appropriate that the relief sought by the respondent is an
appropriate place to commence

Their relief originates from the premise that the

applicant has conceded that they have performed the work and such work has value.
Hence, the respondent contends they ought to be paid for such work undertaken in
terms of the impugned agreements.

[161] As the respondent has been unsuccessful In this review, it in the alternative
agrees with the appfiqant on the aforesaid score. However, the disagr~ent between
the two lies within the question ot the rate or value to be ascribed

"Foss supra n 49 at para 69.

to the work done in
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order lo compensate the respondent. The respondent seeks the 'contract rate' rather
that the 'value of the works' assessment sought by the applicant To this end the
respondent places reliance on the ratio of Gijrma to qualify their claim.

[162] The undisputed fact that cannot be Ignored is that the respondent did the work
according to the instructions of the appficant. Even so, one should not lose sight of
the fact that the agreements were unlawful. That being said. it must be borne in mind
that the work was executed on the applicant's instructions and as such it would be just
and equitabfe for the respondent to be paid for the work they had executed on thQseinstructions. However, ii must be qualified, 1hat the case for the respondent to be paid
on a rate as contracted is clearly distinguishable from Gijima, as the circumstances in
the.case of Gijima differ from the present case.

[163] In this case the respondent at no stage questioned the validity of the
agreements prescribed and entered into. In fact, they were compliclt to the corruption,
impropriety and maladminlstratlon of said agreements. Hence, they cannot now seek
to gain from these agreements in respect of the 'contract rates', for it would clearly
amount to the respondent profiting from unlawful agreements..

[164] #Unitebehind argues that there ought to tie full restitution by the respondent on
the impugned agreements.

The stance taken by #Unitebehlnd, with regards to

restitution, is not be practical. This is so as one cannot shy away from the fact that
work has been conducted by the respondent and this has tleen conceded by the
applicant.

Whether it was in terms of the agreements, which are impugned, as

according to these agreements the respondent seterrnined its own deliverables. The
latter is.an issue to be determlned rn the future.

(165) Turning to lhe applicant, on its own version, it allowed the agreements to have
no delineation of the works. and even after the realisation of this dispute, it still allowed
the design of the works to be administered by the respondent. Hence, an independent
mechanism to verify the value of works was neverlmplemented. To the contrary, the
respondent's version is that It was an Innocent party and it complied with the
applicant's instruction in fulfilling its contractual obligation to the applicant. In addlfion,
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the applicant basically allowed the- respondent to be diligent and proactive as it
dictated, and still did until this case, the specification of the works

to be conducted on

behalf of the applicant. Having done so, the respondent proceeded to do the work
and in some instances has completed same, whilst the applicant sat back and merely
endorsed same.

[166] In our view, the impracticality of the relief ofrestitution has been clearly negated
above and cannot be authorised in the particulars of this case.

[167] The applicant argued that though the respondent had participated in the
maladministration, It conducted the work knowing full well that the necessary
procurement procedures were not followed. The structures they built were not fit for
purpose, which amounted to frultless and wasteful expenditure.

In our view, the

applicant was not an innocent party and had played an active role in the
maladministration by abandoning their constitutional obligation In allowing the
respondent to benefit from state resources which culminated In public fraudulence.

[168) In the alternative, #Unite-behind seeks relief which, in our view, Is akin to that
sought by the applicant. The gist thereof being an evaluation of the 'value of the works'
already conducted by the respondent. Notably, according to our view, the safe guard
placed by the applicant is the appointment of an independent expert to conduct the
verification and determine the value ofworl< done. This in essence culminates to all
parties having been granted a just and equitable, fair, and realistic resolution .

COSTS
(169] The costs are to follow the resul t inclusive of the costs ofiwo counsel where so
employed.

ORDER
[170J Consequently, the following order Is made:

(170.1] (a)

The signing of the JBCC agreement, <lated 31 March 2011 . is
decfared to be unauthorised.
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(b)

The sfgnlng of the JBCC agreement, dated 1 July 2014, Is
declared to be unauthorised.

(c)

The signing of the addendum agreement, dated 19 September
2014, is declared to be unauthorised.

[170.2] (a)

The decision of the. applicant to approve the appointment of the
first respondent for the Supply and Installation of Integrated
security Access Management System (!SAMS) phase 1 tender, is
reviewed and set aside.

(b)

The decision of the applicant to approve the appointment of the
first respondent for the Supply and Installation of Integrated

security Access M_anagement System (!SAMS) phase 2 tender, is
reviewed and set aside.
(c)

The decision to appoint lhe first respondent for the guarantee,
maintenance and upgrading of the equipment, as provided for in
the addendum agreement, dated 19 September 2014, is reviewed
and set aside.

[170.3) (a)

The JBCC agreement, dated 31 March 2011, Is set aside,

(b)

The JBCC agreement, dated 1 July 2014, ls set aside.

(c)

The addendum agreement, dated 19 September 2014, Is set
asi~.

[170.4] (a)

The arbitration agreement contained In Clause 40 of the JBCC
agreement, dated 31 March 2011 , is setas!de.

(b)

The arbitration agreement contained in Clause 40 of the JBCC
agreement, dated 1 July 2014, is set aside.

(c)

The arbitration agreement contained in clause 40 of the JBCC
a_greements mentioned above, to the exte·nt that such agreement
is incorporated in the addendum agreement, is set aside.

[170.5) (a)

The parties shall agree on an independent engineer within 30
(thirty) days of this order, failing which the court may

be
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APPEARANCES
Counsel FOT Applicant:

Adv. A. Subel SC
Adv. Q . Leech SC
Adv. K. Mclean
Adv. 0 Mokgotho

Applicant's Attorneys:

Werksmans Attorneys

Counsel For First Respondent:

Adv. N.G.D. Maritz SC
Adv. S. Pudifin-Jones

First Respondent's Attorneys:

Van Der Merwe and Associates

DATES OF HEARING:

12 - 14 August 2020

DATE OF J UDGMENT:

08 October 2020

